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The ESG China Awards is an awards programme recognising and promoting excellence 
from businesses and organisations that have made a positive ESG impact. The Awards are 
open to businesses and organisations (local and international) that operate in China.

BritCham Shanghai has initiated this awards programme. The 2022 awards are supported 
by Shanghai United Assets and Equity Exchange, Australian Chamber of Commerce 
Shanghai, Canadian Chamber of Commerce Shanghai and Impact Hub Shanghai. 

Applications opened in May and closed in early August. Finalists of the ESG China Awards 
2022 were announced in late August. Judging for the ESG Awards was a three-step 
approach including 12 award judging panels and an advisory panel, in total 52 experts and 
business leaders. The results were fully audited by an independent third party. This system 
is used to eradicate any potential bias from anyone judge or advisory panel member. Please 
click here for more details about the judging process.

The first-year award programme has received a total of 115 qualified submissions. After a 
rigorous vetting process, 50 exemplary businesses and individuals were shortlisted in 12 
categories and applauded for their outstanding ESG performance in China and beyond.

The Gala Dinner, at which the awards are presented, was held on 27 October 2022 in 
Shanghai.

About the Awards

Gala Dinner VideoGala Dinner Photos

https://esgchinaawards.com/judging-process/


Thank you for BritCham Shanghai’s invitation, I am honoured to be Chair of the ESG China 
Award 2022. I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks to the 12 
lead judges, more than 30 award judges, and four members of the advisory panel. They took 
time out of their busy day work, overcame the obstacles of geographical and time difference, 
and followed the review process to complete the preliminary screening and online interview.

I would also like to express my thanks to all the businesses, organisations and individuals 
applying for the Awards. Thank you for your active participation and adequate preparation. 
Although the ESG China Awards is a new and young programme set up in this challenging 
year, we received 115 qualified applications from all over the country. From Beijing to 
Shanghai, Wuhan to Shenzhen and Hong Kong, the impressive applications representing a 
diverse industry sectors, The outstanding applicants include both foreign-owned enterprises 
rooted in China and nearly 40% local Chinese businesses. 

We are pleased to see that, regardless of the size of the company, the concept of 
sustainable development is more and more deeply integrated into corporate thinking, 
strategy and operation and closely combined with the major issues of China's economic 
and social environment. They have made new progress in corporate governance, low-
carbon promotion, environmental protection, rural revitalisation, diversity and inclusion, 
including some admirable innovative achievements.

In recent years, China has continuously accumulated professional knowledge and 
experience in ESG, actively promoted top-level design, and improved relevant laws and 
regulations at the policy level. China's unswerving "carbon peaking and carbon neutrality” 
goals also provide a golden opportunity for the development of industries and cities 
involved in ESG. There are full of experts, pioneers, and practitioners in the field of ESG at 
this dinner. I hope that through the BritCham Shanghai ESG China Awards platform, we can 
all learn from each other and actively promote the rapid development of ESG practices in 
our respective fields.

ESG China Awards 2022
Chair’s Message

Dr Lu Jianzhong

- Board Member of Global Reporting Initiative GRI
- Deputy Director General of China CSR Think Tank
- Chairman of the Supervision Committee of the 
Shanghai Foreign Investment Association



12 Award Categories

and

The Finalists





Education in Motion (EiM)

Education in Motion (EiM) aspires to be the 

global leader in pioneering education for a 

sustainable future, inspiring generations of 

learners to Live Worldwise and make a positive 

impact for people and the planet. Today, EiM’s 

portfolio includes Dulwich College International, 

Dulwich International High School, Dehong® , 

Green School International, Hochalpines

Institut Ftan AG, Wo Hui Mandarin, and EiM

Ventures; together, they are inspiring a 

learning community more than 11,000-strong. 

EiM’s brands have a strong commitment to the 

global sustainability agenda and as a Group, 

EiM have committed to ESG reporting and 

carbon mapping as an organisation.

www.eimglobal.com

WeChat: Education_in_Motion

Smiths Group

At Smiths, we’ve been pioneers of progress for 

170 years. Our technology benefits millions of 

people every day – making travel safer, 

supporting sustainable energy transition, 

efficiently heating or cooling our homes, and 

helping our world stay connected. Our 

pioneering spirit helps uncover new 

opportunities, new technologies, new 

business models. Where we can improve the 

world through smarter engineering. Our 

businesses share the same characteristics 

which shape how we create value - a culture 

driven by excellence and innovation, and our 

commitment to doing business responsibly 

and sustainably for the benefit of society at 

large and our stakeholders. 

www.smiths.com

WeChat: Smiths_China

Corporate

Award #1 

Employee Engagement 

ESG Campaign of the Year

This award seeks to recognise successful campaigns where organisations have initiated 

employee engagement initiatives to help accelerate progress towards their goals by 

improving company culture and stimulate innovation, all by activating and enabling their 

workforce.

This award is sponsored by

https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eimglobal.com%2Fnews%2Feim-first-esg-report&data=05%7C01%7C%7C39302ce28ad746d0e86e08da8f2f7c20%7Ca18a94043f734e5f844c6d29f51269b0%7C0%7C0%7C637979731364143496%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=qdKAnxc2vp603y79DwDzcKkzxlPml9QnnAdjpCrgcFY%3D&reserved=0
http://www.eimglobal.com/
https://www.smiths.com/


Reckitt China

Reckitt is a global consumer goods company, 

home to the world's best loved and trusted 

hygiene, health and nutrition brands, including 

Durex© , Dettol© , Movefree© , Finish© , Veet© , 

Vanish© , Schiff© , and Manyanshuning© . 

Founded in the UK, Reckitt has more than 200 

years of heritage and a century-long 

connection to China. We are committed to 

long-term growth in and for China.

Reckitt exists to protect, heal and nurture in the 

relentless pursuit of a cleaner and healthier 

world. We fight to make access to the highest 

quality hygiene, wellness and nourishment a 

right, not a privilege.

www.reckitt.com

Spirax Sarco

Spirax Sarco is a multi-national industrial 

engineering group, started in 1888 in the UK, 

with engineering expertise, specialising in 

steam solutions, electric thermal energy 

management, pumping and fluid path 

technologies. With a direct sales presence in 

over 60 countries/ regions, we have a unique 

global coverage and serve customers in 130 

countries/regions worldwide.

Spirax Sarco China was established in 

Shanghai in 1995, its’ network in 42 cities all 

over the country is equipped with more than 

200 professional steam engineers to serve 

China steam users in multiple industries as 

diverse as Food & Beverage, Pharmaceutical 

& Biotechnology, Power Generation and 

Healthcare, etc. 

www.spiraxsarco.com

WeChat: spirax_sarco_china

TMF Group

TMF Group entered the Chinese market in 

2006 and has 7 offices in China including 

Beijing, Shanghai, Chengdu, Tianjin, 

Chongqing, Qingdao and Guangzhou.

We are a key part of our clients’ governance, 

providing them with critical administrative 

services that allow them to invest and operate 

safely around the world.

We provide legal, financial and employee 

administration through TMF Group’s teams in 

120 offices, in jurisdictions covering more than 

92% of world GDP and 95% of FDI inflow. 

www.tmf-group.com

WeChat: TMF_Group

http://www.reckitt.com/
http://www.spiraxsarco.com/
https://www.tmf-group.com/


Corporate

Award #2

Consumer Engagement
ESG Campaign of the Year

This award seeks to recognise successful campaigns where an organisation has actively 
engaged its consumers in ESG-related activities. The successful candidates in this category 
provide evidence of embedding the organisation’s ESG commitment amongst its 
consumers.

Aptar

Aptar is a global leader in the design and 

manufacturing of a broad range of drug 

delivery, consumer product dispensing and 

active material science solutions and services. 

Aptar’s innovative solutions and services serve 

a variety of end markets including 

pharmaceutical, beauty, personal care, home 

care, food and beverage. Using insights, 

proprietary design, engineering and science to 

create dispensing, dosing and protective 

technologies for many of the world’s leading 

brands, Aptar in turn makes a meaningful 

difference in the lives, looks, health and homes 

of millions of patients and consumers around 

the world.

www.aptar.com

WeChat: AptarChina

Budweiser Brewing Company APAC Limited

Budweiser Brewing Company APAC Limited 

(“Bud APAC”) is the largest beer company in 

Asia Pacific, with leadership positions in 

Premium and Super Premium beer segments. 

It brews, imports, markets, distributes and 

sells a portfolio of more than 50 beer brands, 

including Budweiser® , Stella Artois® , 

Corona® , Hoegaarden® , Cass®  and Harbin® . 

Bud APAC has expanded beyond beer into 

new categories such as ready-to-drink, energy 

drinks and spirits in recent years. Through its 

local subsidiaries, Bud APAC operates in its 

principal markets, including China, South 

Korea, India and Vietnam. Headquartered in 

Hong Kong SAR, China, Bud APAC operates 

48 breweries and employs over 25,000 

colleagues across APAC. 

www.budweiserapac.com
WeChat: 百威志愿者项目

http://www.aptar.com/
http://www.budweiserapac.com/


Unilever (China) Company Limited 

Unilever is one of the world’s leading daily 

fast-moving consumer goods enterprises. 

Unilever has always adhered to the "China for 

China" strategy, operating nearly 40 well-

known brands, providing daily living products 

and serving 150 million consumer households 

in China.

Unilever’s vision is to be the global leader in 

sustainable business and to demonstrate how 

our purpose-led, future-fit business model 

drives superior performance. Guided by our 

Compass, sustainable business strategy, we 

are driving sustainable and responsible growth, 

while helping to improve the health of the 

planet; improve people's health, confidence 

and wellbeing; and contribute to a fairer and 

more socially inclusive world. 

www.unilever.com

WeChat: unileverofficial

Chongbang Holdings (International) Limited

Founded in 2003, Chongbang is an investor, 

owner, developer, manager and operator of 

retail-anchored mixed-use real estate 

complexes in Shanghai and its neighboring 

cities. Guided by a deep understanding of the 

dynamic consumer demographics and culture 

in China, Chongbang is committed to the 

successful social, economic and 

environmental revitalization of the communities 

it serves. Headquartered in Shanghai, the 

non-listed Chongbang has completed seven 

mixed-use projects in Shanghai, Kunshan and 

Hangzhou under the “Life Hub” brand, totaling 

965,000 m2 in gross floor area. An additional 

802,000 m2 of mixed-use development are 

scheduled for completion by 2024.

WeWork China 

WeWork was founded in 2010 with the vision 

to create environments where people and 

companies come together and do their best 

work. Since opening our first location in New 

York City, we’ve grown into a global workplace 

provider committed to delivering flexible 

solutions, inspiring, safety-focused spaces, 

and unmatched community experiences. 

Since entering China market in 2016, WeWork

has opened about 100 locations in 12 cities. 

While having a strong global brand presence 

and strategic resources, WeWork China is 

highly catered to local market needs. We work 

with a variety of partners and continue to lead 

the future way of work.

www.wework.cn

WeChat: weworkchina

http://www.unilever.com/
http://www.wework.cn/


The New Equation

Scan below QR codes to learn more about PwC ESG services.

Environmental, 

Social and Governance

ESG is more than ticking boxes. It’s about making a difference -
for your business and our world. Creating sustained outcomes 
that drive value and fuel growth, whilst strengthening our 
environment and societies.

Turn ESG theory into action
知行合一，止于至善

WeChat ColumnWebsite



Corporate

Award #3

ESG Value Chain of the Year

This award seeks to recognise companies that brought their global leading sustainable value 
chain practice to China, and significantly improved the sustainable capabilities of their local 
business.

This award is sponsored by

AstraZeneca China

AstraZeneca entered China in 1993. In line 

with the "patient-centric" value, we advance the 

innovation in R&D, operation and 

commercialization to help Chinese patients 

with unmet healthcare needs, fulfilling our 

grand mission of “becoming China’s most 

trusted healthcare partner by bringing forth 

innovative solutions to improve the lives of 

Chinese patients”. The company achieved 

sales of nearly USD6.01 billion in 2021. 

AstraZeneca’s investment in R&D in China has 

reached USD1.5 billion, with another 

investment of more than USD1 billion in 

manufacturing and operation sites. 

AstraZeneca China is headquartered in 

Shanghai, with two supply sites in Wuxi and 

Taizhou. 

www.astrazeneca.com.cn

WeChat: AstraZenecaChina

ATRenew Inc. (NYSE: RERE)

Since its inception in 2011, ATRenew has 

positioned itself as a leader in the “Internet + 

environmental protection” circular economy. 

Our four key offerings are AHS Recycle, PJT 

Marketplace, Paipai Marketplace and AHS 

Device. Our mission to give a second life to all 

idle goods reflects our commitment to build an 

enterprise with ESG embedded in its genes.

www.atrenew.com

WeChat: 万物新生新鲜发布

http://www.astrazeneca.com.cn/
http://www.atrenew.com/


InResST Co., Ltd

InResST is a low-carbon, environmentally 

friendly company that focuses on the feasibility 

research, development, production and 

promotion of ocean plastics used in textiles. 

InResST recycled nylon staple fiber products 

are mainly derived from ghost fishing nets, 

generated by deep-sea fishery activities, 

recycling by the mechanical way. which are 

then produced by a zero-carbon factory. Its 

performance is very similar to virgin nylon and 

can be directly applied to all types of yarns 

and fabrics. Our mission is to reduce carbon 

emissions, reduce dependence on oil, protect 

marine life, protect the marine environment, 

and clean up microplastic pollution in the 

ocean.

www.inresst.com

Reckitt China

Reckitt is a global consumer goods company, 

home to the world's best loved and trusted 

hygiene, health and nutrition brands, including 

Durex© , Dettol© , Movefree© , Finish© , Veet© , 

Vanish© , Schiff© , and Manyanshuning© . 

Founded in the UK, Reckitt has more than 200 

years of heritage and a century-long 

connection to China. We are committed to 

long-term growth in and for China.

Reckitt exists to protect, heal and nurture in the 

relentless pursuit of a cleaner and healthier 

world. We fight to make access to the highest 

quality hygiene, wellness and nourishment a 

right, not a privilege.

www.reckitt.com

wittig ELECTRONIC Shanghai Ltd.

Founded in 1990 in Germany, we’ re a family-

owned and - operated multinational company 

with a long history and tradition. Our focus lies 

on smart engineering support and efficient 

logistics as well as custom-tailored services 

and a lean supply chain.

Every year we supply billions of electronic 

components to customers all around the world. 

Our products can be found in many industries 

and in famous manufacturers like in 

automotive, consumer electronics and 

telecommunication. We went through a digital 

transformation and the fruits of this process we 

share with our clients. Doing business with us 

is easier and efficient in China.

www.wittig-electronic.de

WeChat: wittig-elec-sales

http://www.inresst.com/
http://www.reckitt.com/
http://www.wittig-electronic.de/


To find our more on our purpose visit: 
https://www.smiths.com/brandcentre

在史密斯，我们从未止步。秉承创新的传统，使世界变得更加美

好，这些使命激励着我们不断奋勇前行。作为进步的先驱，我们

正在通过更加智能的工程来满足客户和社会不断变化的需求，就

像我们一直以来，所做的那样。

扫描左侧二维码关注史密斯中国公众号

或访问史密斯官网了解更多精彩讯息

https://www.smithsgroup.cn/


Corporate

Award #4

ESG Environmental Product
of the Year

This award seeks to recognise successful campaigns where an organisation has brought an 
environmentally friendly product to the market that is designed to minimise its environmental 
impact during its whole life cycle. The successful candidates in this category provide 
evidence of a sustainable product that can help reduce carbon footprint and increase 
product efficiency.

This award is sponsored by

Loop Swim

Loop Swim transforms post-consumer PET 

plastic bottles into UPF50+ sun protective 

swimwear for women, men, and kids – and 

recycles swimsuits at the end of its useful life. 

Our mission is to close the loop on waste and 

encourage other apparel companies and their 

supply chain partners to incorporate circular 

design. 

In addition to offering earth-friendly alternatives 

to traditional swimwear, we hope to create the 

biggest social impact through education and 

awareness. We partner with students, 

educators, businesses, and non-profits to 

amplify the conversation around “designing 

better” and keeping in mind how to design 

sustainability into any project. 

www.loopswim.com

WeChat:  loopswim

Modern Water

Modern Water is the environmental division of 

Deepverge (AIM: DVRG). Modern Water is a 

pioneering and innovative technology 

company, specializing in membrane water 

treatment solutions and advanced monitoring 

products. 

Modern Water’s Monitoring Division is expert 

in the design, development and provision of 

analytical instruments and technologies for 

monitoring toxicity, trace metals and other 

contaminants in water, soil, food and industry. 

Our water quality monitoring systems have a 

worldwide reputation for quality, reliability and 

ease of use, enabling customers to monitor 

pollutant levels, optimize their processes, 

minimize damage to the environment and 

protect the health of employees and 

communities at large.

www.modernwater.com www.modernwater.cn

WeChat: modernwater

http://www.loopswim.com/
http://www.modernwater.com/
http://www.modernwater.cn/


Nokia Shanghai Bell 

Nokia Shanghai Bell Co., Ltd (NSB) is Nokia 

Network’s exclusive platform in China.

As the first Sino-foreign joint venture in the field 

of telecommunications and high technology, 

NSB has responded to the Belt and Road 

Initiative and taken a unique path of 

development on technological innovation and 

international development cooperation. 

NSB is leading in mobile and fixed access, big 

data, information security, AI, powering 

China’s digital transformation strategies such 

as 5G+ industrial internet and green energy 

saving. NSB integrates itself into Nokia’s global 

innovation system, sharing 20,000+ patent 

families. 

At Nokia, we create technology that helps the 

world act together!

www.nokia-sbell.com

WeChat: Nokia_in_China

Spirax Sarco

Spirax Sarco is a multi-national industrial 

engineering group, started in 1888 in the UK, 

with engineering expertise, specialising in 

steam solutions, electric thermal energy 

management, pumping and fluid path 

technologies. With a direct sales presence in 

over 60 countries/ regions, we have a unique 

global coverage and serve customers in 130 

countries/regions worldwide.

Spirax Sarco China was established in 

Shanghai in 1995, its’ network in 42 cities all 

over the country is equipped with more than 

200 professional steam engineers to serve 

China steam users in multiple industries as 

diverse as Food & Beverage, Pharmaceutical 

& Biotechnology, Power Generation and 

Healthcare, etc. 

www.spiraxsarco.com

WeChat: spirax_sarco_china

Waste2Wear Textiles Import & Export Co., Ltd

Founded in 1998 by Dutch textile engineer 

Monique Maissan (executive board member of 

McKinsey founded Delterra), Waste2Wear has 

been innovating textile products from recycled 

plastics since 2007 from pre-landfill and pre-

ocean recycled plastic bottles (RPET) and 

since 2018, also, recycled polypropylene 

(RPP). Our mission is to relieve the planet of 

the plastic problem by innovating products 

made from recycled plastics using traceable 

and transparent supply chains. We are 

passionate about reducing the plastic 

problem to ensure the future of our planet.

www.waste2wear.com

WeChat: W2W_china

http://www.nokia-sbell.com/
http://www.spiraxsarco.com/
http://www.waste2wear.com/




Corporate

Award #5

Investor Relations ESG Engagement 
and Communication of the Year

This award seeks to recognise organisations with effective investor engagement on 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors. The successful organisations
demonstrate best practices in ESG communications with investors.

This award is sponsored by

ATRenew Inc. (NYSE: RERE)

Since its inception in 2011, ATRenew has positioned itself as a leader in the “Internet + 

environmental protection” circular economy. Our four key offerings are AHS Recycle, PJT 

Marketplace, Paipai Marketplace and AHS Device. Our mission to give a second life to all idle 

goods reflects our commitment to build an enterprise with ESG embedded in its genes.

www.atrenew.com
WeChat: 万物新生新鲜发布

GCL Technology Holdings Limited 

With “Focus on green development, and keep improving the living environment” as its mission, 

GCL Technology is a globally leading developer and manufacturer of high-efficiency PV 

materials. It has a firm hold on the direction of technological development of high-efficiency PV 

materials, consistently maintaining its position as a trailblazer in the areas of polysilicon products. 

www.gcltech.com
WeChat: 协鑫科技GCLTECH

http://www.atrenew.com/
http://www.gcltech.com/


Towngas Smart Energy Company Limited

Towngas Smart Energy (01083.HK) is a subsidiary of Hong Kong and China Gas (00003.HK), 

and its core business includes two major sectors: gas business and renewable energy business. 

The company has been expanding the gas business since 1994. Our business covers upstream, 

midstream, and downstream by offering natural gas supply, storage and sales and urban 

pipeline construction. Under the global energy transformation, we have set up zero carbon smart 

industrial parks and promoting smart energy by using distributed photovoltaics, energy storage, 

power charging station, multi-energy complementary system and carbon management services 

to assist customer addressing the global climate crisis.

www.towngassmartenergy.com

WeChat: TowngasSmartEnergy

White Peak

White Peak is a Swedish fund manager and developer focused on property investment and 

development in the fast-developing cities throughout China. 

Established in 2007, White Peak today manages a series of opportunistic funds and operates an 

institutional grade platform offering systematic exposure to the Chinese real estate market with 

end-to-end in-house development capabilities. 

White Peak has a strong track record of development in China, having built 30 projects 

representing a total floor area of over 3 million m². With a disciplined investment process and a 

strong emphasis on risk control, White Peak’s on-the-ground presence extends to 10 local 

offices across China. 

www.wprei.com

http://www.towngassmartenergy.com/
http://www.wprei.com/


The University of Nottingham Ningbo China 
(UNNC) was the rst Sino-foreign 
university to open its doors in China. 
Established in 2004, with the full approval 
of the Chinese Ministry of Education. We 
are a top 20 UK university in the QS World 
Rankings. 

At UNNC we have over 9,000 students and At UNNC we have over 9,000 students and 
over 900 members of sta come from 
about 70 countries and regions around the 
world. We have three faculties: Business, 
Science and Engineering, Humanities and 
Social Sciences. We oer 29 undergraduate 
courses and 18 postgraduate taught courses 
and have over 500 PhD students. and have over 500 PhD students. 

With a 144-acre campus in the safe and beautiful 
city of Ningbo, we love to welcome organisations 
and individuals to use our state-of-the-art facilities.

Campus

We have a track record of using our expertise and 
experience to bring about organisational change across 
various companies, sectors and industries.

A UK top 20 university with campuses in three countries, 
our brand is respected and renowned in China, the UK and 
all over the world.

Reputation

Empowerment
Our public courses for students and professionals help 
individuals to develop their proles, skills and careers.

Organisations

Scan QR Code to 
cooperate with us.



Corporate

Award #6

ESG Report of the Year

This award seeks to recognise the most accurate, best structured, and informative ESG 
report of the year. 

This award is sponsored by

Colliers

Colliers is a leading diversified professional 

services and investment management 

company. With operations in 63 countries, our 

more than 17,000 enterprising professionals 

work collaboratively to provide expert advice 

to real estate owners, tenants and investors. 

With annualized revenues of $4.3billion and 

$77billion of assets under management, we 

maximize the potential of property and real 

assets to accelerate the success of our clients, 

our investors and our people.

Colliers continues to strategically embed and 

expand our sustainability-focused services 

and guide clients in tackling climate change. 

transitioning to a net zero emissions future. 

At Colliers, we accelerate success.

www.colliers.com

WeChat:  ColliersChina

Kerry Properties 

Kerry Properties (HKEx: 683) is a leading 

property investment and development 

company in Mainland China and Hong Kong. 

Leveraging on its decades of experience, 

expertise and brand equity in property 

development, the company focuses on 

building high-quality residences and mixed-

use projects in prime locations of the major 

cities. It also owns and operates a premier 

investment portfolio of office, commercial and 

residential properties in prestigious 

neighbourhoods.

www.kerryprops.com

http://www.colliers.com/
http://www.kerryprops.com/


Yum China Holdings, Inc. 

Yum China Holdings, Inc.  (NYSE: YUMC and 

HKEX: 9987) is China’s largest restaurant 

company. It had 12,170 restaurants in over 

1,700 cities and over 400,000 employees at 

the end of June 2022. In 2021, it has been 

selected as a member of both DJSI World 

Index and Emerging Market Index. It also 

commits to the Science Based Targets 

Initiative to reinforce its climate action efforts. 

In 2022, Yum China received an 'AA' rating in 

the latest MSCI ESG Rating. It was included in 

Bloomberg's 2022 Gender-Equality Index for 

the fourth consecutive year and was certified 

as a Top Employer China.

www.yumchina.com
WeChat: 百胜中国

Reckitt China

Reckitt is a global consumer goods company, 

home to the world's best loved and trusted 

hygiene, health and nutrition brands, including 

Durex© , Dettol© , Movefree© , Finish© , Veet© , 

Vanish© , Schiff© , and Manyanshuning© . 

Founded in the UK, Reckitt has more than 200 

years of heritage and a century-long 

connection to China. We are committed to 

long-term growth in and for China.

Reckitt exists to protect, heal and nurture in the 

relentless pursuit of a cleaner and healthier 

world. We fight to make access to the highest 

quality hygiene, wellness and nourishment a 

right, not a privilege.

www.reckitt.com

White Peak

White Peak is a Swedish fund manager and 

developer focused on property investment 

and development in the fast-developing cities 

throughout China. 

Established in 2007, White Peak today 

manages a series of opportunistic funds and 

operates an institutional grade platform 

offering systematic exposure to the Chinese 

real estate market with end-to-end in-house 

development capabilities. 

White Peak has a strong track record of 

development in China, having built 30 projects 

representing a total floor area of over 3 million 

m². With a disciplined investment process and 

a strong emphasis on risk control, White 

Peak’s on-the-ground presence extends to 10 

local offices across China. 

www.wprei.com

http://www.yumchina.com/
http://www.reckitt.com/
http://www.wprei.com/




Corporate

Award #7

ESG Leader of the Year

This award seeks to recognise individuals who are showing ESG leadership either through 
their personal actions or by leading their organisations towards higher standards of 
environmental and social responsibility. This award has two sub-categories: SME and 
Corporate.

This award is sponsored by

Ju Binbin

CSR, ESG Director, Tianfeng Securities

Ms. Ju Binbin has been working as CSR 

Director and ESG Director of Tianfeng

Securities Company Limited since 2016. 

Ms.Jubin is responsible for developing CSR 

system, coordinating key resources from 

government, social organizations, mainstream 

media and financial peers to promote the 

effective operation of poverty alleviation work, 

and is also responsible for the daily operation 

and management of Xinxin Charity Foundation. 

As the ESG Director of the company's ESG 

team, she has established the Tianfeng

Securities Financial Responsibility System 

based on the principles of "financial strength, 

robust finance, green finance and inclusive 

finance" and "create, grow and share".

Stuart Mercier

Managing Partner & Country Head, Brookfield

Stuart Mercier is a Managing Director and 

Country Head for China, overseeing all of 

Brookfield’s operations and institutional 

relationships.  Mr. Mercier also has direct 

responsibility for Brookfield’s Real Estate 

activities across Asia including business 

development, investment and portfolio 

management.

Mr. Mercier received a BA from Bishop’s 

University and an MBA in Finance from the 

University of Hong Kong and London 

Business School, where he was the recipient 

of the Haitong Securities “New Generation of 

Leaders” scholarship. Mr. Mercier serves on 

the board of the Canada China Business 

Council and is a Global Governing Trustee 

and China Mainland National Chair of the 

Urban Land Institute.



Jesper Jos Olsson

Group CEO, Founding Partner, White Peak

Jesper Jos Olsson, is the Group CEO and Founding Partner of White Peak, a key decision-maker 

and initiator of White Peak’s business strategy, including ESG strategy. As one of the most 

important business strategies, Jesper has helped the company to bring in ESG concepts and 

design from the Swedish practices, especially the Hammarby Model that incorporates 

leveraging technologies, procedures and approaches throughout the project focusing on the 

eco-cycles of water, waste, and energy.

Linian Li

Country Manager, Modern Water

Linian Li is managing and developing Modern 

Water's business in China. She has double 

master degrees, MBA in Natural Resources 

Energy & Environment from University of Alberta 

and Grande Ecole from EDHEC Business School. An executive with more than ten years of 

management experience in sales, marketing, business development, project management, 

corporate strategy, ESG, P&L and general management in international companies. And a 

self-motivated strategic thinker with determination and effective leadership skills possess 

extensive real life experience in the business and social cultures of Asia, Europe and North 

America. Linian got Women Leadership Awards—Innovator of the Year in 2021. 

Aron Qu

Founder, CEO, Leverage

Aron Qu has more than 15 years’ experience in the field of sustainable business. Aron has been 

engaged in the management of sustainable development projects such as compliance operation, 

social responsibility and carbon neutrality in international retailers, brand, and third-party 

organizations. In 2014, Aron established Leverage, an international third-party organization 

specializing in responsible supply chain management and led his team to gain recognition from 

many organizations, such as UNGC\UNEP\ILO\AWS\CNCA\CNAS, etc. 

Aron is committed to working with more stakeholders to implement SDGs through my own 

practice and influence, and to promote the responsible and sustainable development of the 

supply chain.



Service Provider

Award #8

ESG Research & Ratings Provider 
of the Year

This award seeks to recognise ESG Research & Ratings Provider that acknowledges the
growth in the services sector supporting ESG/sustainable investing. The successful
organisations demonstrate transparency of methodology; positive impact to promote long
term ESG performance in China; strong compliance, reporting and screening of the services
provided.

MioTech

MioTech is a China-based financial technology 

(FinTech) company with a focus on 

environmental, social and governance(ESG) 

and sustainability We use artificial intelligence 

to tackle challenges faced by financial 

institutions, corporations, regulators, and 

individuals in assessing areas such as 

sustainability, climate change, carbon 

emissions reduction, and social responsibility 

Our ESG data research platform “Advanced 

Market Intelligence”, or AMI, covers 700 data 

points spanning more than four million private 

and public companies in Mainland China, 

Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore, among 

others. MioTech's research and ratings 

services touch every facet of our world in 

shaping its sustainability path.

www.miotech.com

WeChat:  official_MioTech

Qingyue

Qingyue is focused on localization of ESG 

methodology, to combine international 

standards with China enviornment policys and 

regulations, so to reflect the real  risk or 

opportunity for companies operating in China; 

promotion of ESG information disclosure both 

from goverment and enterprise sides,  and 

transparency of ESG rating.

www.epmap.org

WeChat: qingyuesus

http://www.miotech.com/
http://www.epmap.org/


Zhongcai Green Index Consultant Co., Ltd.

Founded in 2017, Zhongcai Green Index 

Consultant Co.,Ltd (ZCGI) relies on the strong 

scientific research capability of the 

International Institute of Green Finance, CUFE 

and academic resources jointly built by 

ministries and commissions, integrating 

resources of domestic and foreign experts and 

financial institutions engaged in green finance, 

climate finance, energy finance, ESG and 

other fields for a long term. ZCGI provides 

series of services including Green Finance 

Databases, ESG ratings, ESG indices, ESG 

reports, environment and climate risk 

assessments, etc. Now ZCGI has carried out 

in-depth consulting with local governments, 

financial institutions and companies in Beijing, 

Jiangxi, Zhejiang, Guangdong, etc.

www.chinagreenindex.com

WeChat: IIGF-ESG

S&P Global Ratings

S&P Global Ratings, part of S&P Global Inc. is 

the world's leading provider of independent 

credit risk research, benchmarks, and 

analytics. We publish more than a million credit 

ratings on debt issued by sovereign, municipal, 

corporate and financial sector entities. With 

over 1,500 credit analysts in 27 countries, and 

more than 150 years' experience of assessing 

credit risk, we offer a unique combination of 

global coverage and local insight. Our 

research and opinions provide market 

participants with information, including ESG 

solutions, that helps to support the growth of 

transparent, liquid debt markets worldwide.

https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/index
WeChat:标普全球

SusallWave Digital Technology 

SusallWave is a sustainability solutions 

provider that offers quantitative assessment on 

sustainability performance. The company was 

founded by Mr. Weihua Ma, the former 

president of China Merchants Bank, and 

brings together experts in the finance, 

technology, carbon, and ESG industries. 

SusallWave focuses on ESG and "Dual 

Carbon" goals, and mainly provides financial 

institutions and enterprises with 

comprehensive ESG and Dual Carbon solution 

comprised of  "data + tools + solutions" 

empowered by technology and driven by 

national policies and rigid market needs.

www.susallwave.com

WeChat: SusallWave

http://www.chinagreenindex.com/
https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/index
http://www.susallwave.com/


 

We manage our investments with integrity, combining economic 
goals with responsible citizenship. This is consistent with our 
philosophy of conducting business with a long-term perspective 
in a sustainable and ethical manner. It also requires operating 
with robust ESG principles and practices, and maintaining a 
disciplined focus on embedding these into everything we do.

我们以诚信管理我们的投资，并将经济目标与企业社会责任相结
合，这与我们以可持续和符合道德标准的方式立足长远发展的理
念相一致，并需要在运营中践行稳健的ESG原则和实践，保持严
谨，专注于将这些原则和实践嵌入到我们所有的行为中。

Find out more at Brookfield.com
获取更多信息请前往Brookfield.com

We believe that value 
creation and sustainable 
development are 
complementary goals
我们相信价值创造和可持续
发展是相辅相成的目标

Brookfield China  
WeChat Account
博枫中国微信账号

https://www.brookfield.com/
https://www.brookfield.com/


Service Provider

Award #9

ESG Consultancy
of the Year

This award seeks to recognise consultancy or advisory firms that have delivered substantial
and quantifiable improvements in environmental and/or social sustainability to their clients
whilst advancing their own sustainability leadership journeys.

This award is sponsored by

Apex Group

Apex Group is a global financial services 

provider, with over 80 offices in 40 countries 

worldwide and more than 10,000 employees 

upon the close of announced acquisitions. 

Apex Group delivers an expansive range of 

services to asset managers, financial 

institutions, private clients and family offices. 

The Group has continually improved and 

evolved its capabilities to offer a single-source 

solution; including fund services, digital 

onboarding and bank accounts, depositary, 

custody, corporate services and a pioneering 

ESG Ratings and Advisory solution. Apex 

Group’s purpose is to be more than just a 

financial services provider and is committed to 

driving positive change.

apexgroup.com

WeChat: ApexGroupOfficial

Cundall 

Cundall is a leader in developing sustainability 

in the built environment. We have been driving 

changes through our projects using innovative 

technologies, materials, and ESG strategies. It 

is our goal to work towards a zero-carbon 

future.

Our mission, vision and values have enabled 

us to be at the heart of the industry’s response. 

As part of our vision to be “Agents of change 

for a sustainable world” and “Construction 

industry thought-leaders”, our Sustainability 

Roadmap: ‘One Planet, One Chance’ commits 

us to address our whole carbon footprint and 

be a carbon neutral business by 2020 and 

positive by 2025.

www.cundall.com

WeChat: 宽德CUNDALL

http://www.apexgroup.com/
http://www.cundall.com/


Deloitte

Deloitte provides industry-leading audit and 

assurance, tax and legal, consulting, financial 

advisory, and risk advisory services to nearly 

90% of the Fortune Global 500®  and 

thousands of private companies. Our more 

than 345,000 professionals deliver results that 

help reinforce public trust in capital markets, 

enable clients to transform and thrive, and lead 

the way toward a stronger economy, a more 

equitable society and a sustainable world. 

Building on its 175-plus year history, Deloitte 

spans over 150 countries and territories. Our 

organization has grown tremendously in both 

scale and capabilities, yet our mission—to 

make an impact that matters—remains 

unchanged.

www.deloitte.com

WeChat: deloitte-china

PwC

At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society 

and solve important problems. It is this focus 

which informs the services we provide and the 

decisions we make. Our Environmental, Social 

and Governance (ESG) team leverages on our 

business know-how to drive transformative and 

innovative solutions for our clients. We lead by 

example, setting our own target to reach net 

zero emissions by 2030.We help organizations 

to stay competitive, drive innovation and 

create win-wins for businesses, the 

environment and society. 

www.pwccn.com

WeChat: PWCCHINA 

SynTao

SynTao is a leading independent consultancy 

in China focusing on CSR consulting, 

sustainability, and ESG. With the global vision 

and local practice, SynTao is committed to 

working together with our clients to develop 

and implement sustainable development 

solutions.

www.syntao.com

WeChat: syntaoCSR

https://www2.deloitte.com/
http://www.pwccn.com/
http://www.syntao.com/


Service Provider

Award #10

ESG Legal Service Provider
of the Year

This award seeks to recognise law firms or legal services providers that have advised clients
on environmental, social or governance-related projects while advancing their own
sustainability leadership journeys. The successful organisations demonstrate not only
providing high-calibre legal advice in ESG to one or more clients but also contributing to a
more sustainable future in the legal industry and beyond.

Dentons

Founded in 2001, as one of the earliest 

partnership law firms in Shanghai, our local 

advantages and the level of our lawyer’s 

practice have been continuously highlighted 

and improved, and we have become an 

important legal service team in Shanghai’s 

legal profession. Our services cover 19 areas 

of practice across 18 sectors.

ESG: Global Solution

WeChat: 大成上海办公室

Jin Mao Law Firm

Jin Mao Law Firm (“Jin Mao” ), established in 

1988 in Shanghai. Jin Mao lawyers early 

realized the importance of environmental 

protection and social responsibility. Since 

2010, Jin Mao have taken environmental 

compliance as the professional service field 

with foresight. At present, while practicing 

ESG principles and continuously creating 

value for employees and the society, Jin Mao 

has established professional teams around 

ESG and sustainable development, designed 

EHS compliance legal services applicable to 

the whole life cycle of enterprises, and 

provided high-quality compliance and 

sustainable development legal services for 

many well-known world top 500 enterprises 

and listed companies.

www.jinmao.com.cn

WeChat: JINMAO_LAW_REVIEW

https://www.dentons.com/en/issues-and-opportunities/environmental-social-and-governance
http://www.jinmao.com.cn/


JunHe LLP

JunHe, founded in Beijing in 1989, is one of 

the first private partnership law firms in China.  

Our foundation is laid upon premier legal 

services; our network growth is achieved 

through prudence and independence; our 

power is sourced from attracting talents 

worldwide; our competitive edge is maintained 

through constant innovation; our global 

strategy is devoted to collaborating with peers.

JunHe has grown to be one of the most 

recognized Chinese law firms. The firm has 

twelve offices worldwide and a team 

comprised of over 1070 professionals, 

including over 320 partners and legal counsel, 

and over 750 associates and legal translators. 

www.junhe.com

WeChat: JUNHE_LegalUpdates

JT&N Law Firm

Founded in 1992, Jincheng Tongda & Neal 

Law Firm (JT&N) has grown to and is widely 

recognized as one of the leading full-service 

law firms in China and Asia as a whole. We’ve 

got hundreds of qualified and talented 

attorneys in fifteen offices located in key urban 

centers across the Chinese mainland, and two 

affiliated branches in Hong Kong and Tokyo. 

Our broad extent of legal services enables us 

to promptly tap all relevant resources of the 

firm to ensure that our clients are provided with 

the highest quality legal services in every 

instance.

www.jtn.com

WeChat: 金诚同达

Linklaters LLP

Linklaters has in-depth insight into China’s 

legal framework, having advised clients in and 

on China for over 40 years on some of the 

most complex international investments and 

other matters in the market, as well as Chinese 

enterprises seeking to expand internationally. 

In 2018, Linklaters and Zhao Sheng Law Firm 

formed a Shanghai Free Trade Zone joint 

operation. It brings together Linklaters’ long-

standing international experience advising 

clients on their most significant and complex 

transactions and Zhao Sheng’s high quality 

Chinese law capabilities, to deliver seamless 

client service, especially in the ESG space. 

www.linklaters.com

WeChat: linklaters

http://www.junhe.com/
https://www.jtn.com/CN/index.aspx?Lan=CN&PageUrl=index&MenuID=01
http://www.linklaters.com/


Service Provider

Award #11

ESG Investment Initiative 
of the Year

This award seeks to recognise sustainable investment propositions. The successful
candidates provide evidence positively contributing towards the uptake and success of
sustainable investment practices.

Ping An Asset Management Co., Ltd.

Ping An Asset Management Co., Ltd. (PAAMC) was established in 2005 in Shanghai and is a 

key member of Ping An Group’s investment pillar. 

PAAMC sticks to long-term and value investments and invests in stocks, bonds, FOFs and non-

capital markets for institutional clients like domestic insurers, banks, enterprises and international 

sovereign funds etc. 

With about 20 years development, PAAMC has grown into a leading asset manager in China that 

manages over RMB4.24tn assets, including RMB540bn from third parties as of June 2022, 

ranking No.45 among global peers*. 

*Ranking result from Top 500 Asset Managers 2022 list released by Investment & Pensions 

Europe (IPE)

asset.pingan.com WeChat:平安资管

Brookfield

Brookfield Asset Management is a leading 

global alternative asset manager with 

approximately $750 billion of assets under 

management across renewable power and 

transition, infrastructure, private equity, real 

estate and credit. Brookfield owns and operates 

long-life assets and businesses, many of which 

form the backbone of the global economy. 

Utilizing its global reach, access to large-scale 

capital and operational expertise, Brookfield offers a range of alternative investment products to 

investors around the world—including public and private pension plans, endowments and 

foundations, sovereign wealth funds, financial institutions, insurance companies and private 

wealth investors.

www.brookfield.com WeChat: Brookfield博枫

http://www.asset.pingan.com/
http://www.brookfield.com/


Formed in 2006, Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University (XJTLU) is a joint venture of Xi’an 

Jiaotong  University in China and the University of Liverpool in the UK. As an independent 

Sino-foreign cooperative university, XJTLU captures the essence of both of its prestigious

parents and is the first and only of its kind approved by the Ministry of Education. 

IBSS became the youngest business school in the world to achieve AACSB, EQUIS and 

AMBA triple accreditation.

• Open-enrolment programme 

• Customised programme 

• In-company project 

• Academic knowledge sharing 

• Student internship 

• On-campus recruitment

中文

English

International Business School Suzhou 

at Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University

https://www.xjtlu.edu.cn/en/study/departments/international-business-school-suzhou/


Service Provider

Award #12

ESG Innovative Product/Service 
of the Year

This award seeks to recognise the delivery of new products and services designed to
accelerate the transition towards or delivery of ESG goals, either UN SDGs or industry-
specific targets, notably through data, technology and digital innovation.

This award is sponsored by

Alibaba Cloud

Established in 2009, Alibaba Cloud 

(www.alibabacloud.com) is the digital 

technology and intelligence backbone of 

Alibaba Group. It offers a complete suite of 

cloud services to customers worldwide, 

including elastic computing, database, storage, 

network virtualization services, large-scale 

computing, security, management and 

application services, big data analytics, a 

machine learning platform and IoT services. 

Alibaba maintained its position as the third 

leading public cloud IaaS service provider 

globally since 2018, according to IDC. Alibaba 

is the world’s third leading and Asia Pacific’s 

leading IaaS provider by revenue in U.S. 

dollars since 2018, according to Gartner.

China: aliyun.com

Global: www.alibabacloud.com

WeChat: Alibaba-Cloud

Johnson Matthey 

As a global leader in sustainable technologies, 

at Johnson Matthey we apply our cutting-edge 

science to create solutions with our customers 

that make a real difference to the world around 

us. Our vision is a world that’s cleaner and 

healthier, today and for future generations. 

Founded in 1817, we’ve built a trusted brand 

as a key enabler for our customers, catalyzing 

the net zero transition in Automotive and 

Transport, Chemicals and Energy industries. 

Our Clean Air business unit pioneered the 

world’s first commercial catalytic converters in 

1974. Our catalysts prevent the emission of 

approximately 20 million tonnes of harmful 

pollutants a year, worldwide. 

matthey.com

WeChat: Johnson Matthey

http://www.alibabacloud.com/
https://aliyun.com/
https://www.alibabacloud.com/
https://matthey.com/


FMC

FMC Corporation is a global agricultural 

sciences company dedicated to helping 

growers produce food, feed, fiber and fuel for 

an expanding world population while adapting 

to a changing environment. FMC’s innovative 

crop protection solutions – including 

biologicals, crop nutrition, digital and precision 

agriculture – enable growers, crop advisers 

and turf and pest management professionals 

to address their toughest challenges 

economically while protecting the environment. 

With approximately 6,400 employees at more 

than 100 sites worldwide, FMC is committed to 

discovering new herbicide, insecticide and 

fungicide active ingredients, product 

formulations and pioneering technologies that 

are consistently better for the planet.

www.fmc.com

WeChat:富美实FMC农业解决方案

Nokia Shanghai Bell 

Nokia Shanghai Bell Co., Ltd (NSB) is Nokia 

Network’s exclusive platform in China.

As the first Sino-foreign joint venture in the field 

of telecommunications and high technology, 

NSB has responded to the Belt and Road 

Initiative and taken a unique path of 

development on technological innovation and 

international development cooperation. 

NSB is leading in mobile and fixed access, big 

data, information security, AI, powering 

China’s digital transformation strategies such 

as 5G+ industrial internet and green energy 

saving. NSB integrates itself into Nokia’s global 

innovation system, sharing 20,000+ patent 

families. 

At Nokia, we create technology that helps the 

world act together!

www.nokia-sbell.com

WeChat: Nokia_in_China

RESET Carbon Ltd. 

Operating out of Hong Kong since 2009 and 

with an established footprint in Mainland 

China and Taiwan, RESET Carbon has 

conducted over 300 carbon reduction projects 

across 11 countries in Asia for leading global 

and Asian firms. Our services have 

measurably reduced carbon, energy, water 

use and waste footprints whilst delivering cost 

savings and other business benefits to our 

clients.

As a trusted provider of end-to-end carbon 

and environmental management solutions we 

enable businesses across real estate, retail, 

apparel and more to execute robust and 

ambitious Carbon programs that make a real 

impact.

resetcarbon.com

WeChat: Resetcarbon

http://www.fmc.com/
http://www.nokia-sbell.com/
https://resetcarbon.com/en/index/


Finalists Sharing: 

ESG Strategy/

Goal Setting

ESG China Awards 2022 has interviewed the 

finalists and invited them to share a 

summary of their ESG Strategy/ Framework/ 

Goal Setting.

Let’s see what they are/ will be working on.



Alibaba Group's ESG mission is "Responsible Technology, Sustainable 
Future". Alibaba adheres to low-carbon strategy, concretely, before 2030, 
achieving carbon neutrality of its own operation and cooperating with 
upstream and downstream value chains to reduce carbon emission intensity by 50% 
compared with 2020. As an infrastructure provider for a green economy, Alibaba Cloud, 
the digital technology and intelligence backbone of Alibaba Group, will take the lead and 
aim to achieve Scope 3 carbon neutrality by 2030. Alibaba Cloud is also committing to 
power its cloud computing with 100% clean energy no later than 2030.

We are proud to be not only one of the largest providers of financial services
but we also strive to be a responsible corporate citizen, focused on making a 
difference to our people, our planet and our society. Apex Group is a carbon 
neutral business and is vocal about its purpose to drive positive change and 
inspire the industry to take action on ESG.

Apex Group’s ESG Ratings and Advisory help investors unlock real value and drive 
transformational change by offering a high quality, global, independent, end-to-end 
service for the private markets. By deploying intelligent ESG data and insights we aim to 
drive capital towards ESG performance while influencing significant behavioral change. 

Apex Group is a signatory of the Principles of Responsible Investment and a member of 
the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative. In addition to continually educating employees and 
implementing an Ethical Marketing Policy, the Group has an existing partnership with 
Eden Reforestation Projects – a non-profit NGO committed to rebuilding local 
communities in developing countries that were destroyed by deforestation. In 2021, the 
Group planted 200,000 trees in Madagascar – ten trees being planted for every new client 
contract signed and five for every five years of an employee’s tenure.



At Aptar, our purpose is to transform ideas into solutions that improve 
everyday life. This shapes all our work, including our approach to 
sustainability. We continuously innovate to meet the world’s needs in efficient and 
effective ways, develop faster ways to deliver critical medicine, enable families to recycle 
more plastic and continuously improve our operations to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Three action areas guide our work Care, Collaboration and Circularity. 
Care: We operate with care for our employees, communities and environment by 
improving our impact and reducing our footprint. Care for each other and the planet is 
integral to building a better future. This includes our work on diversity and inclusion, health 
and safety, and key areas like energy, water, and waste.
Collaboration: We innovate alongside customers, suppliers, industry coalitions and 
nonprofits to enable progress toward their goals — and better outcomes for people and 
planet. 
Circularity: By rethinking systems to be designed for reuse, use less energy, produce less 
waste, and preserve natural resources, we can benefit current and future consumers. We 
prioritize how we operate as a business; innovate across our supply chain and partner to 
overcome global challenges. For more details about Aptar’s current ESG progress, visit: 
https://www.aptar.com/esg/

As a global business, AstraZeneca has always been playing our part 
in tackling the biggest challenges of our time, from climate change to 
access to healthcare and disease prevention. We are delivering our 
sustainability strategy through three priorities: Access to healthcare, Environmental 
protection, Ethics and transparency.

In the area of environment protection, our ambition is to accelerate the delivery of net zero 
healthcare, proactively managing our environmental impact, and investing in nature and 
biodiversity. We will follow the science and deliver absolute reductions in all our direct and 
indirect sources, Scopes 1, 2 and 3, of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions across our value 
chain, doing our part to limit the impacts of climate change. Our emission reduction 
targets have been verified by the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) and we were one 
of the first seven companies worldwide to have our net zero, science-based Scope 1-3 
targets verified under their new Net-Zero Corporate Standard.

Through our $1 billion Ambition Zero Carbon programme we are on track to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from our global operations (Scope 1 and 2) by 98% by 2026 
and we will become carbon negative across our value chain by 2030. By the end of 
December 2021, we had achieved a 59% reduction in GHG emissions compared to our 
2015 baseline, including the full integration of Alexion’s carbon footprint.

https://www.aptar.com/esg/


ATRenew is committed to continuously improving its ESG performance 
through its tiered ESG management structure. Bearing the mission "to 
give a second life to all idle goods" and the beautiful vision of becoming 
a worldwide innovator and leader in the pre-owned electronics industry, ATRenew sets 
two priorities:
1. To strengthen our leadership in the pre-owned electronics industry in China, 

contributing to increased recycling rates and industry development;
2. Make the world a better place by reducing electronic waste and prolonging the 

lifecycle of consumer electronics.

Brookfield is a leading global alternative asset manager with 
over ~USD$750 billion assets under management and a 100+ 
year heritage as a global owner and operator of long-life assets and businesses. 

At Brookfield, sound ESG practices are integral to building resilient businesses and 
creating long-term value for our investors and other stakeholders.  We are guided by a set 
of ESG principles that form the basis of our ESG policy:
1. mitigate the impact of our operations on the environment; 
2. ensure the wellbeing and safety of employees; 
3. uphold strong governance practices; and
4. be good corporate citizens.  

ESG is embedded throughout our investment decision making process and ongoing 
portfolio management including: 
1. portfolio oversight activities; 
2. ensuring our governance and compliance activities are effective; 
3. providing transparent and timely information on ESG activities to our investors; and
4. offering investment opportunities that enable our investors to achieve their own ESG 

investment objectives.  

Each of our portfolio companies has its own ESG considerations and we work closely with 
them to ensure it remains a key priority and aligns with our principles and policies. 
Brookfield is committed to the goal of reaching net-zero emissions by 2050 or sooner 
across all assets under management and we have set our 2030 net-zero interim target to 
reduce Scope 1 and 2 emissions across approximately two-third of our total portfolio. 



As a purpose-driven company that dreams big to create a future with 
more cheers, Budweiser Brewing Company APAC (Bud APAC) is 
committed to making our communities greener and our people healthier
—all while driving sustainable growth. Over the years, Bud APAC has 
been continuously investing in and progressing on our 8 ESG Strategic Priorities, which 
include Climate Action, Water Stewardship, Circular Packaging, Smart Agriculture, 
Entrepreneurship, Smart Drinking & Moderation, Diversity & Inclusion, and Ethics & 
Transparency. 

Our 2025 Sustainability Goals are underpinned by a clear strategy with measurable targets 
that drives positive environmental impact and creates value for our communities.  
1. Climate Action: 100% of our purchased electricity will be from renewable sources and 

25% reduction of CO2 emission across our value chain.
2. Water Stewardship: 100% of our communities in high stress areas will have 

measurable improved water availability and quality.
3. Circular Packaging:  100% of its product is in packaging that is returnable or made 

from majority recycled content.
4. Smart Agriculture: 100% of the direct farmers are skilled, connected and financially 

empowered.

As one of the industry leaders dedicated to accelerating industry transformation, Bud 
APAC has also been working closely with our value chain partners towards the "Net-Zero 
Ambition," which aims to achieve net-zero across the company value chain by 2040.

Chongbang firmly believes that our long-term success is predicated on 
our ability to deliver shared and sustainable value to society. This belief 
is embedded in our Purpose Statement:
“At Chongbang, we are committed to beautifying our country at high 
standards and with respect, through building green low-carbon 
environments, healthy inclusive communities, and strong equitable economies, thus 
creating shared and sustainable value for our stakeholders and shareholders.”

Chongbang’s Purpose is fully integrated into the way we design and operate our Life 
Hubs, care for our employees and communities, and foster success for our tenants and 
business partners. Through this strategic integration with our business model, we connect 
purpose to performance. 

Governance, Strategy, Management, and Targets and Metrics are the four pillars of our 
purpose-driven ESG Framework, which provides us a structured approach to delivering 
shared and sustainable societal value.

ESG data, stakeholder engagement and materiality analyses constitute our ESG goals and 
targets, which we achieve through coordinated action across five domains: Property, 
Tenants, Customers, Employees and Communities. Each domain is managed by an 
interdisciplinary team that is guided by clear mandates, rigorous processes, and 
performance-based incentive systems, and infused with Chongbang’s culture of care, 
spirit of innovation and passion for excellence.



Colliers’ ESG strategy, Elevate the Built Environment, was derived from 
a comprehensive stakeholder engagement initiative and assessment to 
understand the issues considered most important to business. This 
strategy, along with measurable targets Colliers developed, ensure that ESG remains at 
the forefront of how Colliers does business.

Building on last year’s inaugural report, Colliers took important steps to create Elevate the 
Built Environment – a strong global impact strategy, and firm multi-year goals against the 
strategy’s three pillars: the environment, inclusiveness, and health & wellbeing.

At Colliers, we will elevate the built environment by:
• Elevating the Environment: Minimizing environmental impacts in Colliers’ own 

operations and through client services to elevate the health of our planet.
• Elevating Inclusiveness: Increasing diversity, equity and inclusion within Colliers and 

across its procurement practices to foster environments that are inclusive and engaged.
• Elevating Health & Wellbeing: Promoting health & wellbeing in Colliers’ operations and 

through client services to help improve lives.
• Establishing Colliers Volunteer Days, focused on April, to support the environment, 

inclusiveness, and health & wellbeing – targeting 15,000 days annually.

Cundall not only understands ESG, finance, stakeholder value, 
policy, science and pathway planning, we also really understand 
buildings, infrastructure, and masterplanning.

While our ESG team helps organisations to develop overarching sustainability strategies 
and implementation plans across all social, economic and governance aspects, it is 
backed by an ecosystem of sustainable design and building performance engineers and 
consultants who can drill down into the detail, and implement the measures required. 
We can design, measure, manage and verify each step of your progress using international 
best-practice, standards, and protocols.

Many of our clients are publicly listed or have portfolios that include assets around the 
world. The work we are doing as a company is global, and the goals of ESG – particularly 
in relation to mitigating climate change – are also a global effort.

We put the client on the map – taking action in sustainability will be acknowledged by 
investors, tenants, clients and also your own staff. This can be small steps like a 
comprehensive sustainability strategy and pathway with measurable and actionable plans 
for achieving net zero carbon and an SDG-aligned supply chain. Our aim is to bring every 
client along on the journey to a net zero world.



Taking advantage of global resources, Dentons has established 
Global ESG Steering Committee, aiming to provide globally 
consistent and full ESG services to clients. The key focus for Dentons ESG practice 
includes: 

1. ESG strategy; 
2. ESG compliance framework; 
3. supply chain ESG; 
4. ESG financing; 
5. ESG disclosure; 
6. carbon assets; 
7. greenwashing; and 
8. ESG government investigation and crisis management. 

To learn more about Dentons ESG practice, please visit Dentons ESG websites ESG: 
Global Solutions. 

As a responsible professional services provider committed to 
sustainability, Deloitte China has empowered clients, talents and 
society to transition towards a better future. 

Services: create sustainable value with local expertise
We enhance our capabilities and invest in innovation by launching the Deloitte China 
Sustainability and Climate Research Institute, acquiring leading consultancy CarbonAsia, 
and providing solutions spanning climate change & decarbonization, sustainable finance, 
ESG reporting, sustainable supply chain, and circular economy.  

Environmental: drive green transition with unswerving commitment
We have launched the WorldClimate program that focuses on "Net-zero Goals, Embed 
Sustainability, Empower Individuals, Engage Ecosystem", set GHG emission reduction 
goals validated by SBTi, and achieved carbon neutrality of operational and business travel 
emissions in FY2019-2021.  

Social:  embrace vigorous development with inclusiveness 
Aiming to be the best employer for future-ready talents, we advocate diversity and 
inclusiveness and help our employees thrive. We have launched the WorldClass program 
to support China's rural revitalization through education, skills development, and access 
to opportunities.  

Governance: lead responsible future with sound governance
Guided by the "4+1" culture, the Deloitte China Governing Board, Management Team, 
WorldClass Steering Committee have committed to learning-by-doing and benchmarking 
with best practices to enhance our quality control and risk management capabilities and 
performance.  

https://www.dentons.com/en/issues-and-opportunities/environmental-social-and-governance


Education in Motion (EiM) has evolved rapidly to a holistic and inclusive 
strategy for sustainability, global citizenship, ESG and beyond. This strategy 
has allowed us to pave the way for ESG to not just be something we do, but 
part of who we are.  

As a global leader in ethical, responsible, and sustainable education, we are committed to 
developing, measuring and maintaining sustainable practices within operations across our 
group. We have created four focus areas under our sustainability ESG approach - Learning, 
Planet (E), People (S) and Policy (G), setting out initiatives and impact indicators at a group 
and school level  

As an education organisation, the addition of Learning is key to our development and 
impact, and as part of a holistic EiM education, we are committed to providing purpose-
driven learning experiences that are guided by a deep sense of connection to people and 
the planet.   

In academic year 2021/22 we produced our first group EiM ESG Report. The ESG 
progress was invaluable to growing our sustainability literacy and competency. We have 
used our ESG framework in bringing us together to make meaningful contributions as 
individuals, schools and as a collective towards the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

In order to move faster to achieve the company's goals on climate 
change, food security, environmental protection and social justice, 
FMC has launched a new sustainability strategy, which is in line with the United Nations' 
key sustainable development goals. FMC is advancing its climate strategy as well as its 
diversity, equity and inclusion goals while accelerating innovation in agriculture. 

FMC’s commitments regarding these issues focus on three areas: environmental 
protection, innovation and engagement. FMC has undertaken to:  achieve net-zero 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and use renewable energy across all FMC sites by 2035; 
expand the portfolio of new solutions to maximize crop yields of existing farmlands; 
expedite agricultural progress, reduce carbon emissions from farms and promote water 
management; improve soil health, plant nutrition and on-farm plant diversity to ensure 
healthy and resilient harvests; enhance the lives and livelihoods of ethnic minority farmers 
and small-scale rural households; and foster diverse, equitable and inclusive workplaces.



In the next three years, INRESST will establish InResST recycling sites in 
coastal areas across the country, providing more jobs in the recycling sites, 
sorting Marine Plastics, and preparing for high-value recycling.

In the next five years, INRESST will establish the InResST recycling 
Industrial Park in the global layout to recycle Marine Plastics for high value utilization and 
protect the global Marine ecological environment.

Jin Mao Law Firm 

Environmental
• Jin Mao provide EHS and corporate compliance,  and ESG consulting 
service to help customers achieve sustainable development.
• Encourage employees to practice green and low-carbon work and lifestyle
• Implement green procurement and supplier guidelines 
• Provide financial support for environmental law forums, seminars, salons

Social
• The environmental, safety and corporate governance are included in service scope, 

continuously provide high-quality services to customers
• Fulfill social responsibilities and give back to the society through scholarships, 

charitable donations, student aid, community co construction, legal lectures etc.
• Established Women's Home "JM-LADY" and Youth League Branch , implement ability 

training program for young employees, and encourage a diversified and inclusive 
working atmosphere. Ensure employee welfare and improve employees' happiness

• Improve data security system to ensure business data security

Governance
• Established party organizational structure, including one general party branch and three 

party branches
• Established ESG working group , ESG related management responsibilities have been 

covered in the executive committee and financial, human resources, business publicity 
and other management committees of the firm

• Strictly implement various management systems of the firm to prevent business risks
• Prepare the annual social responsibility report and release information about ESG of the 

firm
• establish cooperation with ESG consulting and research institutions to promote ESG 

practice



Johnson Matthey 

Environment: JM declares to achieve net zero emissions by 2040 and sets goals to be 
achieved by 2030 from the perspectives of Scope 1&2&3 GHG, nitrogen oxide emissions, 
net water usage, and total hazardous waste (As shown below).

Figure 1  JM Sustainable Development Goals - Production

Society: 'Protect employees and the planet' is one of the code of ethics for JM employees, 
highest health and safety standards are implemented in JM in order to improve employee 
well-being. At the same time, JM organizes employees to participate in social welfare 
activities every year and provides assistance to Xiaojinshan Special Education School in 
Sichuan Province.

Governance: JM has established a sustainable development committee at its UK 
headquarters and has set up sustainable development representatives in various regions 
of the world and organizes management trainee teams from various countries to 
participate in the sustainable development project proposal competition every year.

Since its founding in 1992, JT&N has consistently adhered to an 
integrated set of development goals: “do it longer; make it 
stronger; make it broader; and become a world brand.” 

Pursuing these objectives, we continuously improve internal rules and regulations, aligning 
with democratic decision-making and procedural justice in order to improve management 
and decision-making efficiency. Additionally, we closely scrutinize our compliance 
mechanisms, and have established specific provisions to control risks, thereby achieving a 
30-year zero legal industry penalty record. Concurrently, we insist on digital empowerment, 
optimizing our work process and methods through digital tools and means. Furthermore, 
JT&N provides every employee with targeted training at all stages and delivers ample 
opportunities for individual professional advancement such that, as of now, nearly 1/3 of 
our equity partners have been trained and promoted within the Firm. 

As regards social responsibility, JT&N possesses a team of professionals that are 
enthusiastic about public welfare and social governance, making significant contributions 
to the protection of vulnerable groups, the education of teenagers, the training of legal 
talents, the sustainable development of enterprises, and the revision of social legislation. 
JT&N believes that only if a company continuously improves its ESG performance, can it 
truly develop sustainably.



JunHe is a pioneer in ESG legal practice in China. JunHe acts 
independently and collaboratively with third-party consultants to 
conduct sustainability-oriented, customized EHS compliance audit, and conducts ESG 
due diligence investigation in supply chain management and M&As, cooperates with 
companies or third-party consultants to draft ESG reports. JunHe relies on legal and 
compliance teams in multiple practice areas such as: ESG, EHS, anti-trust, labor law, IP, 
trade and data, finance and tax, commercial and criminal compliance. We carry out ESG-
related legal and compliance audits for clients’ day-to-day operations, draft and review 
ESG clauses in contracts with commercial partners, build and enhance ESG management 
systems, identify ESG disclosure requirements, and provide services regarding green 
financing, ESG training, etc. JunHe’s ESG team serves various clients including PE/VC 
funds, financial institutions and companies in industries such as chemicals, materials, 
medical, aircraft, automobile, semi-conductors, engineering technology, testing, food and 
consumer products.

JunHe collaborated with Latham & Watkins and Environmental Law Institute for the 
establishment of China International Business Dialogue on Environmental Governance., 
which won the “Innovation in Collaboration” award from the Financial Times Innovative 
Lawyers in 2019.

Sustainability is fundamental to our businesses and operations 
at Kerry Properties. We believe that our Company will only 
thrive in the long term by creating value for our stakeholders and society. We selected six 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs) that are most relevant to our 
business and established the sustainability strategy, “Vision 2030”, to achieve these global 
goals in our daily operations. 

Our Vision 2030 encompasses 18 measurable and time-bound targets which align with 
specific UNSDG indicators. Four pillars - Environment, People, Community and Value 
Chain - guide our strategy to pursue business excellence while building a more 
sustainable future. This strategy provides a coherent and holistic framework for advancing 
our sustainability performance in our operations and business plans with the targets set.

Through various stakeholder engagement initiatives, we make progress toward Vision 
2030 targets with consistent actions. 



Leverage is a mission-driven company dedicated to helping the 
responsible integration of the global supply chain. We aim to make 
stakeholders build sustainable partnership more transparent, 
clean, and responsible through our services and influence.

As a signatory of UNGC, we support UNGC's ten principles and integrate them closely 
with our strategy. We actively cooperate with stakeholders to promote the implementation 
of ESG strategy. To further strengthen the sustainable development management, we 
have established the Sustainable Development Committee (SDC), which is responsible for 
the management and supervision of company's sustainable development.

Since 2017, Leverage has been benchmarking the sustainable development goals, 
mobilizing the influence of individuals and enterprises, and driving stakeholders to 
participate in the sustainable development goals. We participate in the sustainable 
development goals in multiple aspects such as good health and well-being, quality 
education, gender equality, responsible consumption and production, and climate action, 
etc.

In response to the national "3060" carbon neutrality goal, we have established a carbon 
reduction action plan and goal. On Earth Day in 2022, Leverage issued the "Carbon 
Neutrality Roadmap ": achieve carbon peak by 2028, achieve net zero emissions (Scope 1, 
2, 3) by 2030, and regularly disclose progress towards carbon neutrality.

Linklaters LLP

Responsibility and sustainability are at the heart of how we operate as a business. 
Accountability and transparency underpin this, and we use key external benchmarks and 
standards to demonstrate our commitment. 

As a participant of the UN Global Compact, we support its 10 principles, ensuring they are 
part of the strategy, culture and day-to-day operations of the firm, and we issue a 
Communication on Progress annually. We use the UN Sustainable Development Goals as 
a framework for action and to highlight the relevance of our work to these globally-agreed 
priorities. 

In June 2021 we announced sector-leading carbon reduction targets approved by the 
Science Based Targets initiative, committing to reduce our ‘Scope 1&2’ emissions 
(primarily energy) by 70% by 2030 and ‘Scope 3’ emissions (primarily purchased 
goods/services and travel) by 50% by 2030. We are one of only two global law firms to 
hold the ISO14001 management standard across our network and are the only global law 
firm to have reported GHG emissions through the CDP Climate Change questionnaire 
since 2012, scoring an A- in 2021 for the fifth year in a row. In 2022 we were awarded a 
Gold EcoVadis score with an Outstanding environment sub-section score of 90/100.



Loop Swim’s goal is to reduce pre- and post-consumer waste.

We limit our environmental impact by maximizing the use of recycled 
materials, by recycling our swimwear at the end of its useful life, and by 
complying with strong social and environmental protection standards for our entire supply 
chain.

Loop accepts that our commitment to our ideals means higher supply chain costs. We use 
more costly recycled fabric, are involved with researching the systemic infrastructure to 
recycle materials, and educate the public on how to help reduce single-use plastic as well 
as keep plastic out of our oceans and landfills. We also work to make our supply chain 
more environmentally friendly by educating suppliers on sustainable practices.

At every stage of the supply chain and our interaction with our customers and the wider 
community, our strategy is to raise awareness about waste, and provide consumers with 
an ethical and honest alternative to mainstream brands.

As a leader in the sustainability sector in Greater China, MioTech
amplifies the impact of sustainability-minded decision-making 
across the business and individual communities through our financial
ESG SAS database AMI (Advanced Market Intelligence), corporate ESGhub product and 
Green Community Living product.  We also set an example ourselves by creating a 
sustainability-minded work environment across our global offices.  

We actively incorporate environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations into 
our own operations and supplier management.  Our board directors oversee the ESG 
management work and discuss ESG-related issues in their regular meetings. We have a 
cross-team working group consisting of ESG consultants, engineers, and administrative 
specialists to formulate sustainable development plans and set key targets to make sure 
we not only provide, but also adopt and benefit from technology in the transition to a 
greener future.

We have recently reached net-zero emissions in our local events. In the years to come, we 
pledge to continue reducing our environmental footprint in an aim to become a net-zero 
business by 2025.

As of 2021, women represent over 40% of our workforce and we expect to make further 
progress in employee diversity and engagement and provide equal opportunities to all the 
talents. 



Modern Water derives 50%+ of their activity from the Green Economy 
and was included within London Stock Exchange’s first cohort of 
companies to be recognized with the Green Economy Mark. Modern 
Water is committed to achieving zero actual carbon emissions by 2050 
with an interim goal to reach net zero emissions by 2035. Modern Water has been an early 
mover to develop its own ESG strategy for China, with emphasis on environment 
protection, energy efficiency and community sponsorship.

Modern Water has been adopting the Green Analytical Chemistry approach to assess 
product sustainability and aid decision making throughout the product life cycle. The 
company provides rapid, simple, cost-effective and reliable water quality monitoring 
solutions to help customers tackling environmental issues while saving energy cost, water 
consumption and reducing hazardous waste. Modern Water is also committed to being a 
responsible and valuable partner in the supply chain and building a sustainable business 
that serves its customers. 

Modern Water cares about drinking water safety and is keen to help communities in water-
stressed regions get fast and reliable quality data of their drinking water. The company has 
initiated the “Free Rental” public campaign to provide its portable and easy-to-use water 
analyzers free of charge to end users in rural regions across China, protecting drinking 
water for over 250,000 rural residents in six provinces.

At Nokia we look to maximize our positive impact - handprint 
while minimize negative impact - footprint.

Maximize handprint:
• Collaborate to help digitalize the changing energy industry;
• Implement energy and material efficiency solutions across manufacturing, 

transportation, utilities, and cities;
• Connect the unconnected and support digital skills to close the digital divide, 

providing equal access to opportunity;
• Provide the critical networks that enable digital access to healthcare, education, 

employment, social services, etc.;
• Implement social programs that promote shared value and sustainable change;
• Through innovation in immersive technologies, we enable efficient collaboration in 

harsh industrial environments, remote working and remote operation;

Manage footprint:
• Continually drive energy efficiency across product portfolio to fight climate change;
• Set targets that can be externally verified across the value chain;
• Innovate in materials and design, from chipsets and cooling to network optimization;
• Reduce emissions in our own operations and work to decarbonize the supply chain;
• Apply circular practices to reduce waste, increase reuse and recycle, and refurbish 

for new use;
• Drive transparency in the sourcing of minerals and know the source of the 

substances and materials that go into our products;
• Apply a robust Human Rights Due Diligence process to avoid the risk of technology 

misuse.



Ping An AMC’s ESG initiatives are carried out under the supervision 
of Ping An Group's ESG Office and the Group's Asset Control 
Center. The ESG decision-making committee is responsible for the overall planning and 
composed of the Company’s senior executives and heads of each investment team, mid 
and back office teams, as well as the Secretariat. The ESG staff members perform daily 
responsibilities that integrate the ESG principle during the decision making process for 
various asset investments.

We believe that long-term allocation to environmental protection, social and governance 
themes can improve risk management and bring new investment opportunities. Therefore, 
we are committed to making thematic investment in different regions, industries and asset 
categories in China.

Ping An AMC’s responsible investment comprises five principles, namely inclusion 
principle, active shareholder principle, theme investment principle, prudence principle and 
information transparency principle.

Our goal is not only to improve our own investment process by incorporating ESG themes, 
but also to directly or indirectly influence portfolio companies through responsible 
investment, so as to further facilitate industry development and community well-being, 
and realize the social responsibility of Ping An AMC as an industry benchmark.

PwC China released the "New Equation = Trust + Achievement" 
strategy in 2021, and will invest an additional RMB 8 billion in the 
next five years to rapidly promote the application of cutting-edge 
technologies. "ESG Sustainable Development" as one of the 
new equation strategy, with a comprehensive service platform to provide customers 
with end-to-end solutions.

PwC's global ESG service network has more than 2,500 experts in more than 60 countries, 
including 564 ESG experts in China. PwC advises over 3,000 clients on ESG 
sustainability.

PwC has committed to achieving net zero greenhouse gas emissions worldwide by 
2030. Our targets have been independently validated by Scientific Carbon Targets 
Initiative (SBTi) in 2021. This commitment includes helping clients reduce emissions and 
cutting emissions of PwC's daily operations. The commitment includes reducing carbon 
emissions, using renewable energy and carbon-offsetting the use of other surplus energy 
sources and travel flights. 

Based on our successful practices, PwC has helped our clients improve 
sustainability performance with considering all aspects of cost, process design, 
management systems, etc. In early 2022, Verdantix, a third-party independent research 
institute, named PwC a global leader in ESG sustainability, noting that PwC is 
committed to providing integrated, end-to-end ESG sustainability consulting 
services.



Qingyue is focused on localization of ESG methodology, to 
combine international standards with China environment policies 
and regulations, so to reflect the real  risk or opportunity for companies operating in China; 
promotion of ESG information disclosure both from government and enterprise sides,  and 
transparency of ESG rating, to help more companies running in a sustainability way.

Reckitt’s Our 2030 ESG ambitions focus on 3 themes: purpose-led 
brands, healthier planet and fairer society.

Our brands are making a difference in protecting, healing and 
nurturing people. Each is directing its focus to where it can make an impact in accelerating 
progress towards the UN Sustainable Development Goals, based on what it does best. 
Durex, for example is focused on SDG 3, Finish on SDG 6.

Our purpose is to protect, heal and nurture in the relentless pursuit of a cleaner, healthier 
world. We recognise the threats posed by climate change, not just to our business, but to 
ecosystems, communities and people around the world. We’re combatting climate change 
with ambitious plans to reduce our whole carbon footprint. We are engaging with our 
consumers to help them to make small changes when using our products that can add up 
to a significant collective impact.

We believe in a fairer, more inclusive and diverse society, which we can enable as an 
employer and in our value chain. We are nearly 40,000 people of over 120 different 
nationalities. It’s up to us to work together to embrace our diversity and ensure all feel 
included in everything we do.



RESET Carbon’s mission is to work with businesses to resolve 
the environmental crisis by making meaningful reductions in 
their carbon, water, and waste footprint. We understand that time is running out and as 
such we focus on projects that will directly reduce environmental impacts. We look ahead 
and engage market actors to solve problems that are blocking action at scale. This 
mission underpins the environmental, social and governance work that we lead. 

Our Carbon Leadership Program is a core part of our ESG strategy which addresses 
urgent environmental needs. 

Our four key cultural principles that we’ve developed embody our organisational approach 
to environmental, social, and governance issues. The first principle is that we believe a 
sustainable future is possible and we work collaboratively to create positive change. The 
second is that we build strong skillsets in our team to tackle some of the most complex 
sustainability challenges. The third is that we value employee wellbeing, and the fourth 
guiding principle is that we are kind, open, honest, and inclusive. These cultural principles 
are woven throughout the organisation and our team. They lead to a better work 
environment and build our confidence and identity when it comes to engaging with our 
stakeholders.

S&P Global Ratings’ ESG Evaluation is a powerful tool for both 
issuers and investors as it provides a cross-sector relative analysis 
of an entity’s capacity to operate successfully in the future . It is the 
only fully forward-looking ESG assessment in the market today as it assesses a 
company’s capacity to anticipate and adapt to long-term disruptions. S&P Global Ratings 
provides our opinion based on deep analytical engagement between our Credit Rating & 
Sustainable Finance analysts, and the company’s senior management and a Board 
member. Powered by the knowledge and expertise of both our Credit and Sustainable 
Finance Analysts, and incorporating both public and private information, the ESG 
Evaluation improves transparency and provides deeper insight into a company’s ESG 
claims and reporting.

In addition, S&P Global Ratings also provides Second Party Opinion (SPO) solutions to 
support the issuance of green, social, sustainability, and sustainability-linked bonds or 
loans. To date, S&P Global Ratings has 200+ ESG Evaluations completed and underway, 
equaling $4.6tn total market cap, as well as 205+ Sustainable Financing Opinions, making 
us the 3rd largest provider of sustainable financing opinions globally, as reported by 
Environmental Finance. 



Sustainability at Smiths is about improving the world in 
meaningful ways. It’s about translating ideas into actions that
create value for all our stakeholders. And it’s about delivering for our customers and 
communities – by applying more than 170 years of engineering expertise to help solve 
some of the greatest global challenges. 

We distinguish ten foundational ESG elements that are essential to our success. 
1. Commercializing high-value green technology
2. Deliver Net Zero GHG
3. Respecting natural resources
4. Improving safety, health and well-being
5. Developing talent
6. Promoting diversity, equity and inclusion
7. Contributing to our communities
8. Behaving ethically and legally
9. Managing risk and maintaining strong and effective controls
10. Effective long-term decision making and transparency

Our ESG strategy follows our Group priorities – Growth, Execution and People. Within this 
framework, we focus on our highest-impact ESG opportunities to accelerate performance 
and create value with specific actions that will lead to concrete and measurable results.
Executing to deliver on our GHG commitments is an essential pillar of our ESG strategy 
and delivers value to several important stakeholder groups, including our colleagues, 
customers and communities.

At Spirax Sarco, our ESG purpose is to create sustainable value 
for all stakeholders as we engineer a more efficient, safer, and 
sustainable world.
We will achieve company purpose through supporting all colleague to achieve their 
purpose. 
We promote and help staff to achieve our Spirax Sarco Dream.

We are leading with purpose and live on our value and involving our business strategy with 
the marco trends, such as sustainability and digitalization. Our business mode is: direct to 
contact customers to find their demands; solve customers’ critical problems; applied 
engineering.

We hope to measure our achievements through financial and non-financial KPIs, such as 
original revenue and profit growth, the engagement of employees, social contributions, 
CO2 emission reduction, number of no time lost accidents, etc.
It is currently planning to integrate it in the company's annual ESG report.



SusallWave focuses on providing financial institutions and 
corporates with comprehensive sustainability solutions. In future, 
SusallWave’s ESG strategy will center on quantitative assessment, 
standard building, data application and technology empowerment.

Quantitaive assessment: to strengthen sustainability quantitative assessment capability 
and build China’s ESG assessment system

Standard building: to initiate and participate in ESG and Green Finance standard building 
for selected industry and deliver financial institutions and coporates with leading practice 
guidebooks.

Data application: to enrich the ESG database and discover its value in financial 
application scenarios through data mining.

Technology empowerment: to integrate ESG/Green Finance services with information 
technology and deliver digital solutions for clients.

Tianfeng Securities has formulated its development plan and guided its 
operation and management around national strategies, and clearly defined 
the ESG action direction and target setting concept of "Green finance, 
Inclusive Finance and Robust Finance".Green Finance: helping to achieve 
"double carbon" targets, emissions and resource energy management, 
green research, green business, low carbon operations.Inclusive Finance: rural 
revitalization, common prosperity, public charity and volunteerism, investor education and 
protection, employee rights and welfare, employee training and development, 
occupational health and safety, employment management and labour standards; Robust 
Finance: serving national strategies, promoting the development of the real economy, 
promoting corporate culture, regulating corporate governance, financial technology, risk 
management, compliance management, information security and risk management, 
compliance management, information security and privacy protection, product liability and 
customer service, anti-corruption and ethics management, and supplier management. 
Tianfeng Securities is actively building an ESG management model with Chinese 
characteristics and contributing to the promotion of national economic and social 
development.



We acknowledge that our purchase decisions directly affect the 
environmental impact of TMF Group, as do the behaviours and daily choices 
of each employee. We aim to be compliant with applicable environmental 
legislations and regulations in every country we operate. Our commitment to 
minimising the negative impact our business has on the environment is 
covered in our Code of Conduct (section 1.10).

We do have an internal Environmental Guideline, that sets out good practice and 
recommendations for our Market Leadership to practically adopt in our local offices. We 
focus on:
• Sustainable real estate and supply chain engagement.
• Sustainable office management practices; seeking reductions in energy consumption 

and waste; promoting water conservation; reducing the amount of paper used; and 
recycling.

• Reduction of travel related emissions, both from business travel and home to work 
commuting.

• Fostering a culture of sustainable behaviour through employee education and 
engagement, all in accordance with our values.

TMF China has embarked on carbon measurement initiatives.
As a UN PRI signatory we aim to make improvements in this area during the course of 
2022. 
TMF Group's ESG performance is rated by Ecovadis. Our Silver rating confirms our 
sustainability commitment.

Towngas Smart Energy (TSE) is committed to being Asia’s 
leading smart energy suppliers and quality service provider. 
We have actively incorporated the philosophy of sustainable 
development into our business operation. We have set the theme of 2022 as the “Year of 
Dual Carbon Goal Opportunity” and will seize the opportunities to provide green energy 
services. We are working toward the dual carbon goal and combating the climate crisis, 
thus creating a better future for humankind.

We have mapped our operational goals with 3 UN Sustainable Development Goals and 
draw up 9 action plans. Our 3 SDGs are:
Goal 7 – Affordable and Clean Energy
Goal 11 – Sustainable Cities and Communities
Goal 13 – Climate Action 

On August 29, MSCI raised the ESG rating of TSE to A, indicating that the group's 
sustainable development capability has been further recognized by the market. Earlier, the 
Group was upgraded to a "Medium Risk" by Sustainalytics, becoming the first gas 
enterprise in the Mainland China to receive this rating. 

We will continue to serve the interest of stakeholders and pursue innovation-driven 
development. We also strive to improve our performance in the field of ESG, build a 
sustainable ecological environment, and to join hands with all parties to fulfil the country’s 
dual carbon goal.

https://www.tmf-group.com/en/about-us/code-of-conduct/
https://www.tmf-group.com/en/news-insights/press-releases/2021/november/tmf-group-become-un-pri-signatories/
https://www.tmf-group.com/en/about-us/corporate-responsibility/environmental-social-and-governance/


Unilever is one of the world’s leading suppliers of Beauty & Personal Care, 
Home Care, and Foods & Refreshment products, with sales in over 190 
countries and products used by 3.4 billion people every day. Our vision is 
to be the global leader in sustainable business and to demonstrate how our 
purpose-led, future-fit business model drives superior performance. 

The Unilever Compass, our sustainable business strategy, is set out to help us deliver 
superior performance and drive sustainable and responsible growth, while:
- improving the health of the planet; 
- improving people's health, confidence and wellbeing; and 
- contributing to a fairer and more socially inclusive world.

While there is still more to do, in the past year we’re proud to have achieved sector 
leadership in S&P’s Dow Jones Sustainability Index, ‘Triple A’ status in CDP’s Climate, 
Water and Forest benchmarks and to be named as the top ranked company in the 
GlobeScan/SustainAbility Sustainability Leaders survey, for the eleventh consecutive year.
For more information about Unilever and our brands, please visit www.unilever.com.

In Waste2Wear, we share a strong value with ESG criteria.
• Environment: we create a company that dedicate itself in 
environmental friendly production. We relieve the planet of the plastic problem by 
innovating products made from recycled plastics since 2007. 

• Social: we work closely with local Chinese governments, NGOs,  universities and
collect plastic from ocean and coastal area since 2018. This creates more job 
opportunities for local collectors and reduces the serious problem of plastic pollution 
along seashore. 

• Governance: our Blockchain system focuses on the transparency of the supply-chain
and provides physical proofs and inspections. This improves the traceability of the supply 
chain and compliance of the labour conditions.

http://www.unilever.com/


At WeWork, we aim to have a positive impact on our cities. We’re 
trying to build communities with awareness, striving to play an active 
part in environmental protection, helping people around us live a life of purpose, and 
becoming better ourselves in the process. We promote inclusiveness, empathy, and 
open-mindedness with our actions, and work together to create a better world!

We Are Committed to Providing Spaces That Help People, Cities, And The Planet Thrive. 
Our work spans four key pillars: 

Wellbeing 
Delivering measurably healthier spaces for members, employees, and visitors to support 
productivity and well-being even during a global pandemic. 

Impact 
Helping communities achieve their value at work through the power of our community, 
space, and our supply chain.    

Sustainability 
Engaging our business partners including members and suppliers in our sustainability 
journey and responsibly managing our resource use by minimizing waste; increasing our 
recycling rate; and giving our members the option of a more sustainable commute to work. 

Energy
Reducing the energy we use to light, heat, cool, and power our spaces and sourcing clean 
electricity. 

Introducing a unique Swedish management perspective to property 
development in China, White Peak is committed to leading the 
way in sustainable development and green performance. It is not 
only demanded by our investors, but also ensures our business grows in a responsible 
and future proof way. 

It starts with the CEO’s strong vision, a dedicated team of sustainability professionals, and 
a strong sustainability governance mechanism. In 2021, we continued to make substantial 
efforts in improving our sustainability and ESG performance, which included:
• Upgrading our sustainability framework and KPIs, that allow us to track topics material 

to our industry and company, improve our impact, and drive our actions.
• Making substantial efforts to reduce the lifecycle carbon footprint of our projects. We 

also reported Scope 3 carbon emissions for the first time.
• Driving decarbonization throughout the entire development process from design to 

procurement and construction.
• Building the first timber structure building in Tai’an.
• Promoting local hiring for both employees and construction workers.
• Spearheading a series of industry advocacy initiatives to cross-pollinate fresh ideas 

with peers and cement our leadership in the sustainability space within Chinese real 
estate.

For more information: 2021 Sustainability Report

https://www.wprei.com/static/files/WhitePeakSustainabilityReport-2021.pdf


Wittig is not a common distributor with a huge inventory, a big 
warehouse and a lot of packaging material and waste. By limiting 
our product-line to only the best goods, and by streamlining and 
beeing 95% digital throughout the logistic processes, we are able to keep our warehouse 
space small, as most products don’t get stored for long on their way from manufacturer to 
the client’s assembly line.

We focus on decorbanization of our foot print by:
1. smart demand management & smart use of transports
2. reusing and recycling of packaging material
3. localization and being near to customers
4. share assets and fleets & Reduce empty moves
5. Increase storage density and energy efficiency

Our optimization has a focus on saving material, reducing waste area, reducing over 
dimensions and focus on saving raw materials and energy. We put more emphasis on air 
cleanliness and try to reduce motorized traffic by locating near our customers and 
shortening transport routes.

wittig is by today part of the sustainability movement

wittig dedication is to reduce emissions resulting from freight transportation. We brought 
our smart logistic concept from Germany to China and build here a new smart IT driven 
tracking solution.

Yum China is dedicated to providing our customers with safe and nutritious 
food while promoting social and environmental sustainability. We strive to go 
the extra mile to improve the quality of the food we eat, the water we drink, 
and the air we breathe.

Our sustainability strategy is core and fully integrated into the Company's long-term
business growth strategy 'Sustainable Platform for Growth'. Our contributions toward a
sustainable ecosystem are reflected by the commitments and initiatives within our three
strategic pillars of Food, Environment, and People.

Food: We CARE about our customers with safe and nutritious foods. Food safety is
always our top priority. Our goals for food aim to fulfil our commitment to providing
customers with safe and nutritious food.
Environment: We CARE about our environment and minimizing our footprint by leveraging
4R principles. We have set goals for environment to take climate action across the value
chain, reduce food and packaging waste, recycle wastes into resources and drive towards
zero-deforestation supply chain.
People: We CARE about our people with 'Fair, Care and Pride'. We strive to fulfil the
needs of the key stakeholders, including employees, customers, suppliers and
communities, to contribute to the community's sustainable development and growth.



Adhering to the purpose of “green win-win, collaborative innovation and 
responsible service”, and the belief of “high-quality achievements, independent 
research, wide influence and socially beneficial education”, Zhongcai Green 
Index Consultant Co., Ltd. (ZCGI) shoulders the responsibility of building a 
green economic society. ZCGI will continuously contributing efforts to 
China ’s ESG research and standards construction, and will speed up technological 
innovation and services optimization, reducing the threshold of applying ESG framework 
and methodologies and helping the ESG theory becomes one of the mainstream values in 
our society.

To be specific, in five years, the ZCGI ESG investment&financing evaluation methodology 
will cover all kinds of major tools on capital market, and existed ESG databases will 
become one of the most influential ESG databases, serving the high-quality economic 
development and proceeding China ’s sustainability. As for ESG application, ZCGI will on 
the basis of the Yangtze River Delta region, analyzing green finance and ESG requirements 
in major national green financial experimental zone, thus to expand ZCGI ’s service scale, 
enhancing the application convenience of China's listed companies in the ESG field. Plus, 
ZCGI will corporate with financial institutions and companies on the standardization of 
ESG tools and the service mapping, forming a virtuous circle of "research-practice-
research".
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Brookfield 

Brookfield is a leading global alternative asset manager 
with approximately US$690 billion of assets under 
management across real estate, infrastructure, 
renewable power and transition, private equity and 
credit. 

Brookfield owns and operates long-life assets and 
businesses, many of which form the backbone of the 
global economy. Utilising its global reach, access to 
large-scale capital and operational expertise, 

Brookfield offers a range of alternative investment 
products to investors around the world—including 
public and private pension plans, endowments and 
foundations, sovereign wealth funds, financial 
institutions, insurance companies and private wealth 
investors.

Website: www.brookfield.com
WeChat: Brookfield_BAM

The University of Manchester China Centre 

The University of Manchester (UoM) is the top UK 
University internationally recognized on Impact (Times 
Higher Education Impact Rankings) and unique in 
British higher education in having social responsibility 
as one of three core strategic goals, sitting equally 
alongside its commitments to research, world-class 
teaching and learning.

Established in 2008, as the first UK university to open 
a dedicated Executive Centre in Shanghai, UoM China 
Centre’s social responsibility activities capture unique 
Manchester spirit, motivating communities for social 
and economic wellbeing and cultivating talents by 
supporting portfolio of UoM’s Global MBA 
programmes and part-time industry-based Master 
courses in China. 

After 14 years of endeavor, China Centre is highly 
respected in the field of Sino-UK educational and 
cultural exchanges and cooperation.

Website: www.uom.ac.cn
WeChat: UoM_China

MioTech

MioTech uses artificial intelligence to solve the 
sustainability, climate change, carbon emissions 
reduction, and social responsibility challenges faced by 
financial institutions, corporations, governments and 
individuals. Its comprehensive coverage of ESG data 
helps financial institutions make the right decisions in 
green finance and responsible investments. Its software 
helps corporations manage ESG reporting, improve 
energy efficiency, track and reduce carbon emissions. 
Its app builds green-conscious communities and 
promotes low-carbon lifestyles among individuals.

Website: www.miotech.com
WeChat: MioyingTech

PwC

PwC Mainland China, Hong Kong SAR and Macau SAR 
work together on a collaborative basis, subject to local 
applicable laws. Collectively, we have over 800 partners 
and more than 20,000 people in total. We provide 
organisations with the professional service they need, 
wherever they may be located. Our highly qualified, 
experienced professionals listen to different points of 
view to help organisations solve their business issues 
and identify and maximise the opportunities they seek. 
Our industry specialisation allows us to help co-create 
solutions with our clients for their sector of interest.

We are located in: Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong, 
Shenyang, Tianjin, Dalian, Jinan, Qingdao, Zhengzhou, 
Xi’an, Nanjing, Hefei, Suzhou, Wuxi, Wuhan, Chengdu, 
Hangzhou, Ningbo, Chongqing, Changsha, Kunming, 
Xiamen, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Macau, Haikou, Zhuhai 
and Guiyang.

Website: www.pwccn.com
WeChat: PWCCHINA

https://www.brookfield.com/
http://www.uom.ac.cn/
http://www.miotech.com/
http://www.pwccn.com/
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Smiths Group

Smiths is a world leader in the practical application of 
advanced technologies, creating transformative 
products and services that make a safer, more efficient 
and better-connected world.

Our businesses share the same characteristics which 
shape how we create value. These characteristics are 
underpinned by the Smiths values, a culture driven by 
excellence and innovation, and our commitment to 
doing business responsibly and sustainably for the 
benefit of society at large and our stakeholders.

It’s the Smiths Way.

Website: www.smiths.com
WeChat: Smiths Group

Spirax Sarco

Spirax Sarco is a multi-national industrial engineering 
group, started in 1888 in the UK, with engineering 
expertise, specialising in steam solutions, electric 
thermal energy management, pumping and fluid path 
technologies. With a direct sales presence in over 60 
countries/regions, we have a unique global coverage 
and serve customers in 130 countries/regions 
worldwide.

Spirax Sarco China was established in Shanghai in 1995, 
its’ network in 42 cities all over the country is equipped 
with more than 200 professional steam engineers to 
serve China steam users in multiple industries as 
diverse as Food & Beverage, Pharmaceutical & 
Biotechnology, Power Generation and Healthcare, etc.

Our purpose is to create sustainable value for everyone 
as we engineer a more efficient, safer and sustainable 
world.

Website: www.spiraxsarco.com
WeChat: spirax_sarco_china

University of Nottingham Ningbo China 

The University of Nottingham Ningbo China (UNNC) 
was the first Sino-foreign university to open its doors in 
China. Established in 2004, with the full approval of the 
Chinese Ministry of Education, we are a top 20 UK 
university in the QS World Rankings. 

At UNNC we have over 9,000 students and over 900 
members of staff come from about 70 countries and 
regions around the world. We have three faculties: 
Business, Science and Engineering, Humanities and 
Social Sciences. We offer 29 undergraduate courses 
and 18 postgraduate taught courses and have over 
500 PhD students.

Website: www.nottingham.edu.cn
WeChat: BDO_UNNC

International Business School Suzhou at XJTLU

Formed in 2006, Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University 
(XJTLU) is a joint venture of Xi’an Jiaotong University in 
China and the University of Liverpool in the UK. As an 
independent Sino-foreign cooperative university, XJTLU 
captures the essence of both of its prestigious parents 
and is the first and only of its kind approved by the 
Ministry of Education.

International Business School Suzhou (IBSS) is the 
largest school of XJTLU which consists of five 
departments of Accounting, Economics, Finance, 
Intelligent Operations and Marketing, and Strategic 
Management and Organizations with over 150 staff 
members and more than 4,700 students from over 60 
different countries. IBSS became the youngest business 
school in the world to achieve AACSB, EQUIS and 
AMBA triple accreditation.

Website: www.xjtlu.edu.cn
WeChat: IBSSatXJTLU

http://www.smiths.com/
http://www.spiraxsarco.com/
http://www.nottingham.edu.cn/
http://www.xjtlu.edu.cn/




OUR CASE FOR 
SUSTAINABILITY 
Not only is there a strong business case for being more sustainable. Being 
more sustainable also enables us to be better able to adapt to regulatory 
changes, should they arise. Plus, our customers and employees feel 
strongly about sustainability issues, and we want the communities that 
we work with and for to know that we represent their interests and values. 

What have we done to become more 
sustainable? 
Our Net Zero commitment is by no means  
a stand-alone initiative. In fact, it follows our 
pledge to eliminate single use plastics across 
all 90 UK offices by the end of 2022. 
We also switched to 100% renewable energy 
across our UK and Ireland offices, an effort 
that is estimated to save 1,300 tonnes of 
carbon dioxide over two years and we are in 
the process of moving our car fleet to electric 
vehicles, in addition to automating expense and 
invoice processes to reduce total paper usage. 
Of course, we are also a significant recruiter 
of skilled workers into low carbon, social 
infrastructure and environmental, social & 
governance (ESG) roles, and is actively looking 
to grow our ESG-related talent pools, helping  
to solve skill and talent shortages globally. 

Follow us on WeChat and LinkedIn now:
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Education in Motion (EiM) 

Education in Motion (EiM) aspires to be the global 
leader in pioneering education for a sustainable future, 
inspiring generations of learners to Live Worldwise. Its 
diverse portfolio is united by a strong common 
commitment to innovative education that nurtures 
students who can make a positive impact for people 
and the planet. Today, EiM’s portfolio includes Dulwich 
College International, Dulwich International High School, 
Dehong® , Green School International, Hochalpines
Institut Ftan AG, Wo Hui Mandarin, and EiM Ventures; 
together, they are inspiring a learning community more 
than 11,000-strong. 

EiM’s brands have a strong commitment to the global 
sustainability agenda and as a Group, EiM have 
committed to ESG reporting and carbon mapping as an 
organisation, launching its first ESG report this year.

Website: www.eimglobal.com
WeChat: Education_in_Motion

Hays

At Hays we invest in lifelong partnerships that 
empower people and businesses to succeed. With 
over 50 years’ success under our belts and a 
workforce of 10,000+ people across 33 countries, 
we’ve evolved to put our customers at the heart of 
everything we do.

So much more than a specialist recruitment business, 
what really sets us apart is our knowledge through 
scale, deep understanding and our ability to 
meaningfully innovate for our customers. By providing 
advice, insights and expertise on issues you face 
today in the fast-paced world of work, we help you 
make the right decisions for tomorrow.

Offering an unrivalled suite of recruitment and 
workplace solutions, whether you’re looking for what’s 
next in your career, or have gap to fill, we’ll help get 
you get where you want to go.

Website: www.hays-china.cn
WeChat: Hays-China

Swire

Swire is an international conglomerate with a diversified 
portfolio of market leading businesses. The Company 
has a long history in Greater China, where the name 
Swire  or 太古 has been established for over 150 years. 
The Group’s principal areas of operation are in the Asia 
Pacific region, centred on Greater China. Its businesses 
are grouped into five categories: Property, Beverages & 
Food Chain, Aviation, Marine Services and Trading & 
Industrial. These activities come under Hong Kong-
based, publicly quoted Swire Pacific Limited, or are held 
by parent company, John Swire & Sons Limited. Swire 
first opened an office in Shanghai in 1866 to trade in tea 
and textiles. Today, the group’s interests on the Chinese 
Mainland range from properties, beverages, aircraft 
engineering to retailing.

Website: www.swire.com
WeChat: SwireinChina150

The University of Edinburgh

The University of Edinburgh, founded in 1583, is one of 
the six oldest and largest universities in the UK. It is 
located in the very heart of Scotland’s capital Edinburgh. 
Through our research and teaching excellence, we have 
been influencing the world for more than 400 years. It 
has more than 40,000 students from over 160 countries 
and more than 15,000 employees. In the QS2023 world 
rankings, we rank 15th and has remained in the top 50 
in the global rankings. The University of Edinburgh has 
always been the first choice for Chinese students to 
study in Scotland and attracts the best students with an 
internationally renowned reputation for innovation.

Website: global.ed.ac.uk  

http://www.eimglobal.com/
http://www.hays-china.cn/
http://www.swire.com/
https://global.ed.ac.uk/regional-teams/east-asia/


The Swire Group is a highly diversified global corporation, with 
businesses encompassing property, beverages and food chain, 
aviation, marine services, as well as trading and industrial 
activities. Its core businesses are mainly focused in Asia, with its 
key operations in Greater China. The Group has a long history in 
Greater China, where the name Swire or 太古 has been established 
for over 150 years.

About

太古集团是高度多元化的环球集团，主要业务涵盖地产、饮料及
食物链、航空、海洋服务、贸易及实业范畴。旗下核心业务多设
于亚洲，其中以大中华区为太古业务的主要营运地。集团在大中
华区成立逾150年，历史悠久。

太
古



World class university

World class city

https://www.ed.ac.uk


Supporting Partners

Shanghai United Assets and Equity Exchange

Shanghai United Assets and Equity Exchange Co., Ltd. 
is a comprehensive assets and equity trading service 
institution approved by Shanghai Municipal People’s 
Government. It is a designated listed trading institution 
selected by the State-owned Assets Supervision and 
Administration Commission of the State Council to 
manage trading of state-owned assets for central 
enterprises and Shanghai enterprises. It is a 
professional platform that provides financing services 
covering equity, real rights, creditors’ rights, intellectual 
property rights and enterprise capital increase, and is an 
important capital market platform where comprehensive 
equity factors are circulated. It is a Shanghai-based 
organisation that aims to serve the whole country and 
even the world in connecting all kinds of capital, and 
contributes to the efficient allocation of resource 
marketisation.

Website: www.suaee.com
WeChat: lianhechanquan

Impact Hub Shanghai

Impact Hub is a global network of entrepreneurs and 
innovators collaborating to solve our world’s greatest 
challenges and working to bring positive impact. 
Founded in London in 2005, Impact Hub has grown to 
a network of 16,000+ members, spread across 100+ 
cities and 60+ countries.

In 2017, Impact Hub Shanghai broke ground in China. 
Like our worldwide counterparts, we run incubation 
programs and events, connect members in our co-
working space, invest in enterprising and sustainable 
businesses – all towards the United Nations’ 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Website: shanghai.impacthub.net
WeChat: impacthubsh

The Australian Chamber of Commerce Shanghai

The Australian Chamber of Commerce Shanghai is the 
peak body for Australian business in China. As a 
membership based not for profit organisation, 
AustCham Shanghai represents more than 250 
businesses providing support, education, advocacy and 
business services.
AustCham Shanghai is a bridge between Australian and 
Chinese businesses, facilitating connectivity and 
promoting bilateral trade between Australia and China. 
The Chamber successfully links Australian organisations
with Chinese counterparts and potential business 
partners, enhancing the trade relationship between the 
two countries.
Foundedin 1994, AustCham Shanghai is now the largest 
Australian Chamber of Commerce in the greater China 
region, supporting Australian businesses coming to 
China and ensuring the strength and continued growth 
of the Australia-China trade relationship.

Website: www.austchamshanghai.com
WeChat: AustChamShanghai

The Canadian Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai

The Canadian Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai is the 
leading organization supporting Canadian business and 
community interest in Shanghai. It is the core of the 
Canadian business community and the Canadian 
community at large in China.

Our mission is to be the pre-eminent member driven 
organization, by supporting Canadian business and 
community interests, informing and promoting Canadian 
interests in Eastern China, and fostering connections 
within the Canadian business community and with its 
Chinese counterparts.

Website: www.cancham.asia
WeChat: canchamSH

Awards Partners
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Creative Partner

RedFern Digital

We are a leading full-service digital marketing and E-
commerce agency. RedFern Digital is responsible for 
the strategic direction, growth, and performance of 
some of the largest and most successful brands across 
a dynamic range of categories in the China market, 
covering Research, Branding, Strategy, Social Media 
marketing, E-commerce & Technical Integration.

We don’t help brands, we make them have impact. 
Having impact means beating the market and your 
competitors at everything you do. Our insights, 
experience and kick-ass team mean that your brand is 
not only in safe hands but is about to thrive.

Website: www.redferndigital.cn
WeChat: RedFern Digital

PR Newswire

PR Newswire, a Cision Ltd. company, is a leading 
global provider of news distribution and earned media 
software and services. For 65 years, PR Newswire has 
been an invaluable resource for communicators. From 
journalists looking for trustworthy story leads to PR 
professionals needing media coverage, PR Newswire 
has earned the reputation as the industry’s most 
reliable distribution network. Powered by cultivated 
media relationships, exclusive partnerships and 
modern technology, PR Newswire will help you reach 
and engage your target audiences on the channels 
they trust.

Website: www.prnasia.com
WeChat: prnewswire

British Chamber of Commerce Shanghai (BritCham Shanghai)

BritCham Shanghai is a dynamic network of international businesses with a common interest in China. Our 
members are the pulse of our organisation — we advocate best practice; we share knowledge; and we build 
trusted and long-lasting friendships. Let’s connect.

Our purpose is to make connections. Connections that open opportunity, empower businesses and unite our 
community in China.

Members from all over the world join BritCham Shanghai to gain access to China’s most dynamic trading hub, 
Shanghai. With over 250 member companies already operating in China, we provide the best possible on-the-
ground intelligence for companies and brands hoping to grow in China.

BritCham Shanghai delivers value to its members through the advocacy of policies and industries; timely 
knowledge sharing and insights; as well as community based activities.

Website: www.britishchambershanghai.cn
WeChat: BritishChamberShanghai

ESG China Awards 2022 Organiser

Press Release Distribution Partner

http://www.redferndigital.cn/
http://www.prnasia.com/
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For more information about the

awards, please visit:

www.ESGChinaAwards.com

Contact:

esg@britishchambershanghai.cn
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